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INTRODUCTION
The use of restraints and seclusion, once common in mental institutions, is now understood to be

a damaging process for patients and the staffserving them. "Seclusion and restraints have no
therapeutic value, contribute to human suffering, and have frequently resulted in severe

emotional andphysical harm, and death. " Restraint and seclusion practices "arewidely
acknowledgedto be violent, stressful, andhumiliating incidents, both for patients andfor the

staffmembers imposing them. " The use ofrestraints puts patients at risk for physical injury and
death; asphyxia, aspiration andcardiac events are all possible results ofthe use ofrestraint.
Restraint or seclusion shouldnever be used, except to prevent imminent, seriousphysicalharm:
"[S]eclusion and restraint are safety measures, not treatment, and they
shouldnever bepart ofstandardtreatment for someone's condition. Their
use-particularly when it is recurrent or protracted- represents a

treatment failure and should be addressed as such."
In the last several years, state licensing authorities, the Minnesota Legislative Auditor, and
numerous media reports have raised alarm about the use of restraint and seclusion at facilities
operated by the Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS), including the Minnesota

Security Hospital (MSH). In2009, a federal lawsuitwasfiled onbehalfofindividuals with
developmental disabilitieswho wereunjustifiably restrained and secludedin Minnesota

ExtendedTreatment Options(METO), inviolation oftheircivil rights. Thecasesettled, and a
Court Monitor was appointed to oversee implementation of the settlement, including reform of
the state's use of restraint and seclusion. On October 17, 2014, Court Monitor David Ferieger

issued a report entitled Restraint Chair andSeclusionUse at AMRTCandMSH: Phase 1
Review, finding that, despite the terms ofthe Jensen settlement and a DHS commitment to

eliminate restraint and seclusion, MSH continues to usethese aversive practices.
The Court Monitor's Report caughtthe attention andconcern ofMid-MinnesotaLegalAid's
Minnesota Disability Law Center (MDLC). Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid is designated by

gubernatorial executive order as the federal Protection andAdvocacy (P & A) System for the
state of Minnesota and performs this function through the MDLC. Congress has enacted statutes

whichgrant P & A systems the authority to investigate incidents ofabuseandneglectthat are
' PositionStatement 24: Use o/Sec/usfon anrf/iesframft, MENTALHEALTHAM. (approved Mar. i, -i011),
http://www. mentalhea1thamerica. neVpositions/seclusion-restraints.

Stephen Haimowitz, et al., Restraint and Seclusion: A Risk Management Guide, (Sept 2006),

http://www.ndm.org/images/Documents/!ssues/Restraint_and_Seclusions/NDRN_Risk_Management_Guide.pdf.
3 See W.K., Mohr et al.. Adverse EffectsAssociated-with Physical Restraint. 48CAN.J.PSYCHIATRY330-33 (2003).
4 Restrain and Seclusion, BAZELON CTR. FORMENTAL HEALTH L. http://www. bazelon. org/Where-We-Stand/SelfDetermination/Foreed-Treatment/Restraint-and-Seclusion. aspx (last visited July I, 2015).
5 See Jensen v. Minn. Dep't of Human Sens., No. 09-CT-1775-DWF-FLN, 2011 WL 6178845, at *1 (D. Minn. Dec.
5, 2011).
'Restraint Chair and Seclusion Use at AMRC and MSH: Phase I Review, Jensen, 2011 WL 6178845 (2013) (No.

09-CV-01775-DWF-FLN),ECFNo. 236.
7/(/. at 10.
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reportedto the system. Unnecessaryrestraintandseclusionmeetthe definitionofabuseas
defined by federal law, andMDLC determined thatthe Court Monitor's Report established
probable cause that incidents ofabuseandneglect have occurred at MSH. MDLCthen initiated
this investigation pursuant to our authority and responsibility under federal law.
MDLC appreciates the cooperation, time commitment and assistance ofMSH and DHS staff,
who have provided requested data, answered questions, arranged visits with clients, and

facilitatedreviewof client records. In the interest of cooperation, MDLChasprovidedDHS and
MSH administrators with a copy of the draft report, and has taken their comments, concerns and

suggestionsinto considerationin producingthe final report.
MDLC's investigation resulted in a number of findings and recommendations that are detailed
below. MDLC's immediate objective in making these recommendations is to identify additional
steps that are needed to reduce the use of restraint and seclusion at MSH, with a goal of
eliminating these harmful techniques. Implicit in this effort is improved treatment geared toward
discharge, which would reduce the fi-ustration, rooted in hopelessness, expressed by so many
who have been restrained and secluded. As DHS has forthrightly stated:
"We commit not only to following legal and regulatory requirements
limiting the use of seclusion and restraint as a provider of service, but also
to creating a broader culture that honors the trust placed in us both as a
provider and as a department responsible for the administration and
10
oversight of many of the services that support citizens....

BACKGROUND
Summary of Public Policy Shifts Affecting the Mentally 111 and Dangerous
Population and the Use of Restraint and Seclusion at MSH.
The first "Asylum for DangerousInsane"openedon the St. Peter campus in 1911. In 1982, the
current Minnesota SecurityHospital (MSH) building opened. Bondingwas approvedin 2014 to
upgrade the physical plant and addunits. MSH is licensedby the MinnesotaDepartmentof

Federal law provides that P & A systems may conduct investigations when there is probable cause to believe that
incidents ofabuse and neglect have occurred. See42 U. S.C. §§ 10805(a)(l)(A), 15043(a)(2)(B) (2012). The law
defines "probable cause" as "reasonable grounds for beliefthat an individual has been, or may be, subject to abuse
or neglect. " 42 C.F. R. § 51.2 (20\5); see also 45 C. F.R. § 1386. 19. As the state's P & A system, the MDLC is the
arbiter of whether there is probable cause to conduct an abuse and neglect investigation. See, e. g., Arizona Center

for Disability Law v. Alien, 197 F. R. D. 689 (D. Ariz. 2000) (holding that "a P & A is the final arbiter ofprobable
cause for the purpose oftriggering" its investigative authority. Id. at 693).

9 See42 C. F.R. § 51,2; 45 C.F.R. § 1386. 19 (defining "abuse" to include "the use ofbodily or chemical restraints
which is not in compliance with federal and state laws and regulations" and "any other practice which is likely to
cause immediate physical or psychological harm or result in long-term harm if such practices continue. ")

Respect and Dignity Practices Statement, MINN. DEP'THUM. SERVICES (June 20, 2013),
https://edocs. dhs.state. mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-6756-ENG.

Health (MDH) as a supervised living facility and by DHS as a residential facility for persons

with mental illnesses.
The St. Peter Campus includes the MSH, Transition Services, the Forensic Nursing Home and
portions of the Minnesota Sex Offender Program. MSH itself is divided into 11 separate units,
each with a different treatment focus. As of July 1, 2014, there were 743 direct care full-time
employees in State Operated Forensic Services. A description of the structure and staff at MSH
is found in Appendix B of this Report.
Commitment to MSH as mentally ill and dangerous (MID) requires that a person be mentally ill
as defined in the statute, and, as a result of that mental illness, present a clear danger to the safety
of others, as demonstrated by an overt act causing or attempting to cause serious physical harm

to another, andthere is a substantial likelihoodoffuture suchharm. Forexample, a person
who committed a series of serious assaults, acting while governed by a system ofdelusional
beliefs, might be committed as MID rather than imprisoned.
Commitment as mentally ill and dangerous has not always meant that a person must go to MSH.

Previously, less restrictive alternatives to MSHplacementweremore easily available for

individualscommitted asMID. However, inclusionofsexoffendersin the MSHpopulationin
the 1990's greatly affectedpolicies pertainingto MIDpatients. Under current law, individuals
who are committed as MID must be committed to a "secure treatment facility, " and MSH is the

only "securetreatment facility"in the state.
As the patientpopulation at MSH shiftedto includemore sexoffendercommitments, the use of
seclusionchanged from "programmatic" seclusionfor behaviorsrelated to one's mental illness

to "protective isolation" for harmful conduct not the result ofone's mental illness. As noted by
the Legislative Auditor, the distinction between the two types of seclusion eroded over time, and
MSH increasinglyusedprotective isolationto control mental illness symptomatology andrelated
behavior. Underthe rubric ofprotective isolation, mentally ill persons could be kept iu seclusion

for weeks andeven months.
Investigations ofMSH from 2002 to 2011 have consistently found that patients were being
secluded for lengthyperiods oftime without appropriate clinical orders or adequatechecks and

balances on usage.

For example, a DHS licensing order from 2011 "highlighted one

SeeDHS LicensingLook-up, MINN.DEP'THUM. SERVICES,http://licensmglookup. dhs. state.
mn. us (last visited July 1, 2015).

" MINN. STAT. § 253B. 02, subd. 13 (2014).

SeeMINN.STAT. §2538. 18, subd. 1 (1982) (allowing forthe commitment ofperson whois MIDto a "treatment
facility" other than the Minnesota Security Hospital).
" See MINN. STAT. § 253B. 18, subd. 1 (2014).
15 OFFICEOFTHE LEGISLATIVEAUDITOR, EVALUATION REPORT: STATE-OPERATED HUMAN SERVICES 63 (Feb. 2013)
[hereinafter 2013 OLA REPORT], available at http://www. auditor. leg. state. mn. us/ped/pedrep/sos. pdf.

Procedural protections for patients placed in protective isolation were implemented as the result ofa patient
lawsuit. See Reome v. Gottlieb, 361 N. W.Zd 75 (Minn. Ct. App. 1985).

SeeAppendix C ofthis report for a summary ofreports addressing safety, staffing, andseclusion andrestraint at
MSH.

particularly troubling incidentwhere a patient was not only placedin protective isolation for

months, butwasforcedto sleepona concrete slabwithouta mattress for 25 days."
In December2011, DHS Licensingreleaseda report ofan investigationofrestraint and seclusion
at MSH that resulted in a Determination of Maltreatment and Order of Conditional License.
MSHwas required to immediately rewrite its policies regardingthe use ofrestraint, seclusion,
protective isolationandsecurity restraintto conform to regulatory andbestpractice standards.
MSH abandonedits use ofprotective isolation and issued a revamped seclusionandrestraint
policy, againamendedin January2014 andFebruary2015 as a result of continuingpressure

from Licensing. Meaningfulimplementation oftheterms oftheconditional licensecontinues
to be a challenge for MSH, which has had its conditional status continued until 2016.
In addition to the December 2011 licensing report, other investigations and reports regarding the
use of restraint and seclusion and the overall conditions at the MSH have criticized MSH

practices. These reports are summarized in Appendix C.

Current Restraint and Seclusion Policy at MSH
The current MSH restraint and seclusion policy defines what constitutes a "restraint" or
"seclusion. " The policy explains that a restraint is "any physical device that limits the free and
normal movement of body and limbs as defined in Minnesota Rule 9520. 0510, subp. 25. " The
policy sets forth eleven categories of restraint:
.

Manual restraint - placing hands on an individual for the purposes of

.

restricting movement
Velcro Restraint - wrist, ankle and arm

.

Handcuffs

.

.
.

Body Wrap - upper body and ankle
Spit hood, which is later defined in the policy as a hood placed over
patient's head to prevent contamination and risk of infection in situations
where the patient is actively spitting.
Transport Device - medical device used for the purpose for moving a
patient from one area to another, i. e., medical gurney or backboard. The
patient will be restrained to the device to maintain safety.
Posey Ambulatory Belt- used in transporting patient in Reeves stretoher
Shield, which is later defined in the policy as "a device used as a barrier
by staff to protect staff and other patients."

2013 OLA REPORT,supranote 15, at 64 (citing Div. OFLICENSING,MlNN. DEP'THUMAN SERVS.,DHS
LICENSING DETERMINATION OF MALTREATMENT, LICENSING REPORTS 20103702, 20103327 8-9 (December 22,

2011).
DIV. OF LICENSING, MlNN. DEP'T HUMAN SERVS., DHS LICENSING DETERMINATION OFMALTREATMENT,
LICENSING REPORTS 20103702, 20103327 8-9 (December 22, 2011).

STATEOPERATEDFORENSICSERVS.,MINN.DEP'TOFHUMANSERVS.,PROCEDURENUMBER10005 (08/21/2014,
amended 02/13/2015 and 07/01/2015) [Hereinafter "MSH RESTRAINT AND SECLUSION POLICY"]. A copy of the
most recent Restraint and Seclusion Policy is included as Appendix A to this report.

" Id.

.
.
.

Mobile restraint - one point or two point
Restraint chair - up to six point
Restraint to bed - up to four point

The policy defines seclusionasthe "involuntary removal into a separateroom whichprevents
social contact with other persons as defined in Minnesota Rule 9520. 0510, subp. 26. Seclusion
involves a locked room or preventing the patient from physically leaving an area. The policy
limits the use of restraint and seclusion at MSH to instances where it is "necessary to protect the

patient or others from imminent risk ofharm." Thepolicy defines "imminentrisk" as a
"behaviorthat is likely to causeharm to selfor others that is highly likely to occur in the
immediatenear future." The policy also requires that "the minimum amount ofinterventionwill
be utilized for the shortest period of time to meet safety concerns.

The MSHpolicy includes a variety of safeguardsto limit the extentto whichrestraint and
seclusionmay remain in place. All use ofrestraint and seclusionmust be authorizedby a
registerednursing or medicalpractitioner, andan order written by a medicalpractitioner must be
obtained. At the initiation of the restoaint or seclusion, the medical practitioner must set forth
"release criteria" that state when the restraint and seclusion must be discontinued. The
intervention must be discontinued as soon as the release criteria are met. Patients must also be

continuously monitored duringthe restraint andseclusionby a registerednurse or other staff.
After the incidenthas ended, the policy requires a "debriefingsession"wherethe patient and
available staff discuss the incident. Goals of the debriefing include identifying what led to the
incident and what could have been handled differently, and re-establishing a therapeutic alliance

with fhe patient. If the patient does not participate, a staffperson attempts to establish
communication between the patient and team.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Investigation Process
In a February 24, 2014 letter to Carol J. Olson, Executive Director of Forensic Treatment
Services, MDLCoutlined its role as the federal Protection andAdvocacyagency andits duty
under federal law to investigate incidents of abuse and neglect at facilities around the state/
The letter set forth that the inappropriate use of restraint and seclusion is considered "abuse" and
highlighted the federal Court Monitor's report of the ongoing use of restraint and seclusion at
MSH. The letter explained that MDLC would be investigating whether abuse and neglect related
to the use of restraint and seclusion had occurred at MSH.

MDLC requested records and documents regarding the use of restraint and seclusion at MSH.
MDLC sought policies and procedures for the use of restraint and seclusion at the MSH. MDLC
received the names and contact information of every individual subjected to restraint and

seclusion from June 1, 2011 to March 14, 2014. Ninety-eightindividualswerebothrestrained
22See42 U. S.C. § 10805(a)(l)(A) (2012); 42 U. S.C. § 15043(a)(2)(B)(i); 42 C. F.R. § 51.2 (2015); 45 C.F. R. §
1386. 19.

and secluded at MSH. Another 42 individualswere subjectedto restraint only, and 17

individuals were subjected to seclusion only. After analyzing these numbers, MDLC
concluded that, given its limited resources, it would not be able to interview each individual who
had been subject to restraint and/or seclusion. MDLC decided to focus on a select number of
individuals who were being specifically tracked by DHS staff because of a high incidence rate of
restraint and seclusion.

Document Review

In May 2014, MDLCrequestedthat DHSprovide records related to the last 10 restraint and/or

seclusion incidents for 10patients. MDLC also requested records for the last 10incidents for
another patient in August 2014. In total, MDLC examined 103 incidents of 11 patients. Eleven
of the incidents involved seclusion only, 45 of the incidents involved resbraint only, and 47
incidents involved both restraint and seclusion.

For eachincident, MDLCdocumentedspecific datasuchastime ofday, length ofthe incident,
the names of staff and medical practitioner involved, and whether other interventions were

attempted. MDLC also reviewed individual treatment plans in place at the time ofthe restraint
and seclusion incidents, as well as progress notes and patient medical records generated at the
time of the incident.

MDLCconducted in-depthreviews ofmedical andtreatment records for 5 ofthe 11 patients.
Thesereviews included examiningindividualabusepreventionplans, individual andmaster
treatment plans, relapse prevention plans, quarterly reports, staffprogress notes, and other
treatment records. The purpose ofthesereviewswasto determine whethera lack ofappropriate
treatment contributed to restraint and seclusion incidents, and whether changes to treatment were

made in response to restraint and seclusionincidents.
Patient Interviews

On May 15, 2014, MDLC interviewed 14 MSH patients who had been restrained and/or
secluded. MDLC soughtto gainthe patients' perspectives on why they hadbeensubjectedto
frequent restraint and seclusion, as well asthe treatment that they receive. The discussion
included the patients' views ofwhat their treatment consisted of, whether there were changes to
treatment after the use of restraint and seclusion, and what alternatives to restraint and seclusion

wereutilized or available. Patientswereaskedwhatthey would do to addressthe situationsthat
ultimately resulted in restraint and seclusion. Patients also signed authorizations to share their
records with MDLC.

It should be noted that these numbers are not the same as the numbers that were reported in the Court Monitor's
Report. It is unclear whether the Court Monitor's Report considered restraint and seclusion data regarding
individuals who had been committed to MSH as "mentally ill and dangerous" (MID). Individuals with MID

commitments constitute the majority ofpatients within MSH, and subsequently the majority ofpatients who have
been subjected to restraint and seclusion at the facility.

Some ofthe patients that MDLC contacted on May 6, 2014 chose not to meet with MDLC staff. Other patients
did not have a history of restraint and seclusion incidents that would allow for a meaningful review.

On July 22, 2014, MULC statt returned to MSHto conduct additionalinterviewswithpatients,
whichfocusedin more detail on the treatment that patients were receiving, whetherchangesto
treatment plans had impacted restraint and seclusion, and patients' ideas and recommendations
about how treatment could be more effective. MDLC also examined Units 800 and 900 of

MSH. MSH staff provided MDLC staff with a tour of both units, and provided answers to
questions about staffing levels, the treatment modalities and philosophies of the units, and

structural facility andday-to day operations.
On November 17, 2014, MDLC staff visited MSH to meet with additional patients and observed
Units 200 and 300. MDLC staff spoke directly with staff and patients regarding recent changes
at the hospital and the implementation ofperson-centered planning. In 2015, MDLC also visited
several MSH patients at their request.

Information from MSH Staff
In an effort to achieve a full understanding ot Uie state of affairs at MSJ-1, MULC staff sought to

interview a variety ofMSH staffmembers. MDLCstaffmade several efforts to contact
representatives from AFSCME Local 404, the union that represents that majority ofMSH
employees, but didnot receive a response. Inthe alternative, MDLCreviewedminutes from
Local 404 union meetings andconductedbriefinformal interviews ofstaffmembers during its
visits to MSH. Questionsin these interviews focusedon restraint and seclusionspractices, unit
treatment programs, implementation ofperson-centered planning, and general questions about
the current operation of MSH.

MDLCalso had a telephone conferencewith ExecutiveDirector ofForensicTreatment Services
Carol Olson andDHS Deputy CommissionerAnne Barry on November 5, 2014 for thepurpose
of clarifying data, policies and expected changes in delivery oftreatment at MSH. In addition,
informationfrom DHShasbeenprovided by email communication.

KEY FINDINGS
A.

The Implementation of the Current MSH Seclusion and Restraint
Policy Continues to Fall Short of Acceptable Outcomes Established by

DHS (pp. 12-22).
1.

The facility's use ofrestraint and seclusionhas fluctuatedwithina limited range
sincethe policy was changedin 2012, but has not demonstrateda consistent
downward trend.

2.

Units 800 and 900 account for the majority of restraint and seclusion incidents;
furthermore, a small minority of patients account for most restraint and seclusion
incidents.

MDLC examined Units 800 and 900 because the highest use of seclusion and restraint at MSH occurred on these
units, and examined Units 200 and 300 for purposes of comparison, given their significantly lower rates of seclusion
and restraint. Appendix B contains a description of each MSH unit.
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3.

In practice, the use ofrestraint and seclusion does not uniformly conform to
MSH's written policies andprocedures and, in some cases, represents substantial
violations ofthese policies andprocedures. Theseviolations include difficulty
identifyingantecedentbehaviors; belated attempts to use less restrictive measures;
use where there was not a risk of imminent harm; and a release process that did
not consistently follow the policy.

B.

MSH Fails to Provide Proper Debriefing and Adjustment of Behavior

Plans in Response to the Use of Restraint and Seclusion (pp. 23-28).
1.

The patient debriefing process that is called for in the restraint and seclusion
policy generally lacks effective patient involvement, meaningful behavior
analysis and treatment changes designed to reduce future incidents.

2.

Behavior management reviews and clinical reviews ofpatient treatment are not
patient centered, often do not identify and implement positive changes aimed at
reduction in restraint and seclusion, and lack a method of tracking the
effectiveness of the recommendations.

C.

While Improvements Have Been Made in Staff Training, There is No
Concerted Plan to Provide Ongoing, Intensive Training that Also
Involves the Patient in the Process (pp. 28-31).
1.

The frequency oftraining ontopics related to the use ofrestraint andseclusion
training is insufBcient, particularly compared to training in other areas.

2.

Despitethe implementation ofperson-centeredpolicies, patients arenot involved
with stafftraining.

D.

The Patients Most Frequently Restrained and Secluded Receive
Inadequate Mental Health Treatment (pp. 31-40).
1.

Patients at MSH, including patients most frequently restrained and secluded, have
an average ofjust over one hour per day of scheduled therapeutic activities,
including mental health treatment-related meetings and groups.

2.

MSH relies heavily on security counselors both to deliver daily treatment and to
keep order on the units. This represents a conflict of roles identified by patients
as undermining their treatment.

3.

Although treatment programming and implementation should primarily be the
responsibility of mental health professionals, there are inadequate numbers of

mental healthprofessionals at MSHtrainedto implement positive therapeutic
procedures.
4.

There is not enough individual therapy available from mental health professionals
on an ongoing basis.

5.

MSH doesnot have strong relationshipswithtreatingprofessionals in the greater
community who have the expertise to work on targeted treatment issues for
patients who are repeatedly restrained or secluded.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Successful Implementation of the MSH Restraint and Seclusion Policy
Requires a Greater Effort by MSH Staff to Identify and Correct
Problems With Its Usage (pp. 12-22).
1.

MSH Needs to Improve the Accuracy of Tracking Restraint and Seclusion
Incidents.

.

In order to determine whether efforts to reduce restraint and seclusion are

working, MSH should ensure that the data collected is accurate and
complete.
.

All MSH staff should have full knowledge of the restraint and seclusion

policy, understandwhatevents needto be documented, andhowto do so
in a professional manner.
2.

A uniform policy governing the use of restraint and seclusion and the
application of positive treatment interventions should apply to all patients at
MSH.
The current policy does not comply with DHS's new positive support
strategies rule for persons with developmental disabilities.

.

Becausepatients who havebeen committedto MSHas Mentally 111and
Dangerousmay also be diagnosedwith a developmental disability, all
staff will need to know what requirements apply to which patients.

.

Philosophical differences between positive treatment and interventions
and MSH policy should be reconciled. The positive support strategies mle
for persons with a developmental disability outlaws use of the resfraint
chair as an abusive practice. However, this practice is still allowed for a
person with mental illness, even though there is no evidence that it is less
abusive for a person with a mental illness than for a person with a
developmental disability

3.

MSH should implement a dispute resolution model which patients and staff
can use to resolve potentially assaultive situations and corresponding use of
restraint and seclusion.

B.

MSH Should Provide Proper Debriefing and Adjustment of Behavior
Plans in Response to the Use of Restraint and Seclusion (pp. 23-28).
1.

MSH needs to create a respectful and effective patient debriefing process.

.

MSH should specificallyrequire analysis ofwhatthe staffshouldhave
donebetter, includingwhetherthey have accurately identifiedsupportive
and less restrictive interventions and have timely implemented them.

.

Debriefingshouldbe done at a time whenthe patient is able to participate
in the debriefingprocess, and staffwith experiencein behavioral analysis
should be part ofthe debriefing process. Trauma counselmg should be a
separate process.

.

The debriefing process should include wherever possible a patient support
person, such as a peer specialist, or an individual from outside ofMSH
who can be with the patient in the process.

2.

Behavior management and clinical review committees should be accountable
to the patients, particularly those who have been restrained or secluded.
DHS should ensure that the review committees evaluate the treatment

team's implementation of a patient's treatment plan, in particular the
review committee's recommendations. This should include whether staff

were accurately trained in how to implement any new behavioral
component of the treatment plan, and whether the patient was improperly
restrained or secluded.

.

The review committees shouldbe requiredto keep andregularly analyze
data on the success or failure of their recommendations, for both

individual patients and for each MSH unit.
Patients should be able to make treatment plan proposals and to appeal

decisions regarding their treatment to these committees. This should
include the opportunity for the patient to further appeal decisions to the
forensic medical director. This is particularly important where there have

beenrepeated instances of seclusionor restraint.
.

MSH should add a step to the review process that will enable the staffand
the patient to request and receive consultation with outside mental health
professionals who have expertise in positive therapeutic procedures, with a
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focus on evaluatingpossiblepositive behavioralapproachesthathavenot
been tried to reduce the use of restraint and seclusion.

C.

Additional Training on the Correct Implementation of All Aspects of the
Seclusion and Restraint Policy Is Needed at MSH (pp. 28-31).
1.

MDLC supports the principle contained in the DHS Abatement Plan calling
for more intensive training of staff, includingtraining in scenarios about risk
of imminent harm.

This training approach should be shared with patients, eliciting their
involvement in demonstratingwhatworks for them.
2.

3.

MSH Staffshould receive ongoingtraining by mental health professionals
who can help them identify patient behaviors and symptoms indicating
increasingagitation, and teach them how best to respond at critical junctures
before de-escalationor restraint is called for.
.

Staffshould be required to be familiar with the behavior and treatment
plans for every patient with whom they work.

.

Unit supervisors and clinical staff serving each unit should ensure that
every staffperson has reviewed and understands behavior and treatment
plans for every patient, even if staff members are not working on their
regularly assigned unit, or if the patient is unfamiliar to them.

Particularly for those patients frequently restrained or secluded, MSH
should contract with experts in the use of positive supports to work with
individual patients and staff.

.

Positive supports experts canhelp identifytriggers to aggressive
behaviors, provide different approaches to prevent aggressive behaviors,
and practice identified interventions.

D.

To Significantly Reduce Restraint and Seclusion, and to Create a
Successful Environment for Patients and Staff, MSH Should Increase,

Improve, and Individualize Its Mental Health Treatment (pp. 31-40).
1.

MSH needs to implement more individual therapy using appropriate mental
health professional staff in paid positions.

While a helpful adjunct to a treatment plan, the current reliance on timelimited interns is not a sustainable solution for patients.
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.

Wherea patienthas difficulty with group therapy processes, individual
therapy may also be a reasonable accommodation required under the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

2.

MSH should hire additional psychologists, behavioral analysts and other

mental health professionals in order to correctly develop and implement
positive behavioral and treatment plans for each patient.
In the interest of better, more active patient treatment, MSH should review
its dual use of security counselors as safety enforcers and treatment

providers, and strongly consider separating differingjob functions into
different staffpositions.

The frequency of psychiatric contacts with individual patients should be
tied to the expectationsset forth in individualizedpatienttreatmentplans
the moment the person goes through admission;national experts have
recommended at least monthly contact.
3.

DHS should enlist community professionals and provider resources to serve

MSH patients, enablingprovision of genuinely individualizedpatient
treatment, and building pathways to acceptance into community programs.

.

Having more flexibility to individually tailor treatment will result in better
outcomes at an earlier point in time and ultimately earlier discharge.

.

Establishing stronger relationships with community providers would also
mean involvement ofa broaderrange ofuniquely qualifiedprofessionals
for MSH to call on for more individualized testing, patient assessments

andtreatment. Buildingrelationships and successfully workingwith
patients has the potential to create patient pathways to acceptance into
community services.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS and RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

The Implementation of the Current Seclusion and Restraint Policy
Continues to Fall Short of Acceptable Outcomes Established by DHS.

FINDING 1. The use of restraint and seclusion has fluctuated since January 2012, in part

because at any given time, a small minority of high acuity patients account for most
restraint and seclusion incidents.

MDLC analyzeddatathat it receivedfrom DHSregardingrestraint and seclusionmcidents that
took place at MSH from January of2012 until March 2015. Overall, the use ofrestraint and
seclusion at MSH has fluctuated over the past three years. Restraint use reached high points in
November of 2012 and again in February of 2014. The restraint chair was ordered 25 times in
12

each ofthese months. Seclusionuse reachedhighpoints in August of2012, with slight peaks
again in February 2013, June 2014, and January 2015.
It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions regarding whether the use ot restraint and seclusion
has decreased since January of 2012. One issue affecting the accuracy of the data is the manner

in whichstaffreported incidents ofrestraint and seclusionduringdifferent time periods.
Minutes from the Hospital Review Board state that in the early months of 2012, staff members
did not report hands-on contact used to place a patient in seclusion as a separate "restraint"

incident. Thisexplanationforthe lowernumbers duringthattime periodwasalso supportedby
Executive Director of Forensic Treatment Services Carol Olson and Deputy DHS Commissioner
Anne Barry in a conversation with MDLC on November 5, 2014. Consequently, actual restraint
numbers in these months may be higher than reported.
DHS State Operated Forensic Services provided data regarding the use of restraint and seclusion

in its annual reports. For Fiscal Year 2013, graphs showthat restrainthours went from a highof
around 160 total hours in November 2012 to a low of around 20 in May 2013. In Fiscal Year

2014, the highwas around 80 hours in February2014;the low was around 5 hours in October

2014, a significantdownwardtrend. Seclusionhoursrangedfrom around275 hoursin August
2012 to around 5 in October 2014.

The percent ofpatients restrainedhasvacillated from 7% in July 2012to around2% in February
2013, andup anddownfrom 3.5% to 5% in FY2014. Accordingto the Report, the Behavior
ManagementReviewCommittee and Clinical ManagementCommittee reviewthe use of

restraint andseclusionona regularbasis. Percentofpatients in seclusionhasrunthe gamut
from over 4% in August 2012 andJune2013, with lows of2% in several months. The last

reported month, June2014, shows around 3% ofpatients being in seclusion.
DHS officials assert that restraint and seclusion have gone down in recent months since the

implementation ofperson-centeredtrainingfor all staffmembers in the fall of2014. However,
restraint and seclusiondatafrom the early months of2015 do not showa substantialdecrease
from 2014, with approximately 19-25 hours ofrestraintper month. In fact, January2015 saw
total seclusion use of 107. 48 hours, which was the highest figure since August 2012. There is no

strong evidencethat supports a causal connectionbetweenperson-centeredtraining and a
permanent reduction in restraint and seclusion.
Despite inconsistentnumbers, there a few clearly identitlable trends m the MSHrestraint and
seclusion data. First, the data reveals that a small minority ofMSH patients account for the vast

majority ofrestraint and seclusionincidents. The percentage ofpatients restrainedat MSH
ranged from a low of 2. 06 in September of 2014 to ahighof5. 21 in January of2014. The
percentage ofpatients who were secluded ranged from a low of 1. 18 in September 2014 to a high
See Minutes of the Minnesota Security Hospital Review Board, 8 (Mar. 28, 2013).
See STATE OPERATED FORENSIC SERVS., FISCAL YEAR 2014 ANNUAL REPORT 16-17 (2014) [Hereinafter "2014
ANNUAL REPORT"].

28 Id. at 16.
29 Id. at 18.

MDLC Conversation with Deputy Commissioner Anne Barry and Executive Director ofForensic Treatment
Services Carol Olson (Nov. 5, 2014).
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of3.64 in Marchof2014. In a hospitalpopulation ofapproximately 330patients, thenumber
ofpatients restrainedand secluded is in the teens, andsometimes single digits.
As discussedin more detail below, the steps taken to reduce restraint and seclusionincidents for
this small patient population havebeenminimal. The majority ofpatienttreatment plans,
behavioralreviewplans, risk managementplans and abusepreventionplans fail to timely and
adequately identify and address the root causes of restraint and seclusion incidents, and

consequently do not offer solutions to prevent these incidentsfrom occurring in the future. The
MSH restraint and seclusion and treatment policies do not have a proper response plan in place
for high acuity patients who are exhibiting aggressive behaviors.
Consequently, restraint and seclusion episodes for many patients tend to occur in "waves" when
the patient is experiencing high levels of mental distress. For example, in February of 2014,
MSH staff recorded 55 incidents of restraint and seclusion for one patient. By contrast, the same
patient had zero incidents in January 2014, and approximately 17 incidents in March 2014. For
another patient, six of the nine incidents that MDLC reviewed occurred over the course of a 2.5
week period.
There appears to be a significant correlation between large monthly spikes m MiiH's restraint
and seclusion data, and slow or ineffective responses for these patients who are experiencing
"waves" of restraint and seclusion incidents. It is likely that MSH's use of restraint and
seclusion will increase again if the treatment needs of high acuity patients are not appropriately
analyzed and timely responded to using best practices such as positive behavioral supports.
RECOMMENDA TION 1: Continue and improve tracking of restraint and seclusion
incidents, and systematically respond to those patients being frequently restrained.
In order to determine whether efforts to reduce restraint and seclusion are working, MSH should
ensure that data collected on the use of restraint and seclusion is accurate. Training ofMSH staff

should include howto adequately documentrestraint and seclusionincidents, so thatthe monthly
datais being collected on a consistent basis. All MSH staffshouldhave full knowledgeofthe
restraint and seclusionpolicy, andunderstandwhatevents needto be documented.
MSH has taken a positive first step by identifying and monitoring individuals who account for

the majority ofrestraint and seclusionincidents. However, MSH should also adaptits treatment
protocols to prevent repeated aggressivebehaviorsthat lead to multiple restraint andseclusion
incidents for individualpatients. Outside experts, particularlythosetrainedin Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) should be "on call" and available if a patient
continues to be restrained. These experts can work with individual patients, and the staff

assignedto assistthem, in order to identify triggers, provide new ideasto prevent aggressive
behaviors, andpractice identifiedinterventions.

This figure includes patients who are in the Competency Restoration Program, SpecialNeeds Services, Young
Adult and Adolescent Program and Transition Services. From January 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, DHS also
included the Forensic Nursing Home in the total hospital population and its restraint and seclusion data. As a result,

the hospital population for these months was around 360.
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FINDING 2: Unit 800 and 900 account for the majority of restraint and seclusion incidents.
Another trend evident from MSH restraint and seclusion data is that Units 800 and 900 account

for the majority ofrestraint andseclusionincidents at MSH. Month-by-monthfiguresreveal that
Units 800 and 900 consistently had the highest number of patients who were restrained and
secluded, and the most restraint and seclusion hours. For example, in January 2014, 11 patients
at MSH were put into seclusion; 8 of these patients resided in Units 800 and 900. In February
2014, there were 14 documented incidents of restraint at MSH; 1 1 of the incidents occurred in

Units 800 and 900. By comparison, otherunits at MSHhad fewto no incidents ofrestraint or
seclusion. For example, &om October of 2012 until September of 2014, Unit 300, known as
"Rehabilitation and Recovery I," had only one incident of restraint and two incidents of
seclusion. During that same time period, Unit 600, known as "Special Needs Services, " had
three incidents of restraint and one incident of seclusion.

Anecdotal evidence from licensing complaints regarding Units 800 and 9UU, as well as patient

and staffinterviews, describethe atmosphere ofUnits 800 and 900 as tense and chaotic. One
patient subjectedto significantrestraint and seclusionon Unit 800 explainedthat on Unit 800he
felt "set up for failure" and that he believed that staff on Unit 800 felt that restraint and seclusion
was their "first choice. " Significantly, that patient did not experience a restraint or seclusion

incidentthroughout2014, whenhe resided on Unit 300. The patient explainedthat Unit 300 had
a "calm" atmosphere, andthat the changein environment was a principal reasonthat he hadnot
had been restrained or secluded.
The unique structures ofboth Unit 800 andUnit 900 are also likely factors for the greater use of
restraint and seclusion. Unit 800, known as the "Admissions and Crisis Care Unit, previously

combinednew admissionsto MSHwithpatients who have significanthistories ofaggressive
behaviors and may be in crisis. Patients who exhibit aggressive behaviors on other units at MSH
are commonly transferred to Unit 800.
Moreover, unlike some other units at MSH, Unit 800 does not offer a specific treatment focus,

withprogramminglinked to that focus. Rather, the goal ofUnit 800 is primarily "stabilization."
The number oftreatment groups offeredon Unit 800 is minimal comparedto the number of
treatment groups on otherunits. Therelatively independentoperations ofthe various units at
MSH andlack ofconsistencyin programing across units also contributeto the large
discrepanciesin restraint and seclusionincidents betweenunits.
Unit 900 presents its own unique set of challenges. Known as the "New Outlook Women's
(NOW) Unit, " it is the only women's unit at MSH, and as such houses women with a wide
variety of mental illness. Every woman who is committed to MSH is placed in Unit 900 for a
minimum evaluation period of 60-90 days. For most patients, the stay is much longer.
Consequently, womenwith a variety oftreatment needs are housedtogether in a single
environment. Women with severe mental illnesses are placed in the same environment as
women who are ready to proceed to the transition services portion of the program but are waiting

for an open spot in the transition unit. Unit 900's current treatment and group model does not
separate these patients.
32

Patient interview with MDLC (May 15, 2014).
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DHS has made some recent adjustments to Unit 800 and 900 withthe goal ot improvingthe
environment of these units. Most notably, MSH has reconfigured a patient care area into a 4-bed

admission unit and intends to incorporate this model into its newhospital building. Bonding
for the new building was approved by the 2014 Legislature. When complete, the constmction
project will include two 2-bed admission units, two 6-bed crisis units, and two 20-bed acute
treatment units at MSH. There will be two 24-bed new housing buildings for Transition

Services, a library, chapel, store, cafe, a vocational centeranda healthcarecenter. These
changes may change the dynamics on Units 800 and 900. However, improvements to physical
setting without changes to policies and programming will likely do little to decrease the use of
restraint and seclusion.

RECOMMENDATION 2: Ensure that the New Admissions Unit Adequately Meets the Needs
of Newly Admitted Patients, Including Female Patients.
To reduce restraint and seclusion incidents, MSH should work to reform Unit 800 and 900.

MSH has taken a positive step of creating a 4-bed admissions unit that will separate out new
admissions from other high acuity, aggressive patients. Creating an evaluation and assessment

unit that is appropriately staffedwith mental healthprofessionalswill likely leadto a less chaotic
environment, present an opportunity for more thorough evaluation and treatment planning, and
reduce underlying escalators of behavior that lead to restraint and seclusion incidents. MDLC

supports the creationofthe new admissionsunit, andbelieves it will help reducethe use of
restraint and seclusion.
DHS should determine whether the new admissions units will be sufficient to serve all new

admissions. Moreover, it is unclear to what extent the expanded admissions and crisis units will

be equipped to house female patients. DHS should strive to provide female patients with the
same opportunities to acclimatethemselves to theirnew surroundingsprior to mixingwith the
rest ofthe hospitalpopulation, andhave crisis bedsthat are responsiveto the treatment needs of
women patients. These steps would likely help to reduce the use of restraint and seclusion.
FINDING 3. In practice, the use of restraint and seclusion does not uniformly conform to
MSH's written policies and procedures, and in many cases represents substantial violations
of these policies.
MDLC reviewed 103 restraint and seclusion incident files in order to gauge how the restraint and

seclusionpolicy functionedin practice. This review ofrestraint andseclusionfiles revealed
numerous incidents when restraint and seclusion appeared appropriate to prevent an imminent

risk ofharm. Specifically, staffmembers usedrestraint and seclusionto prevent assaultive
behaviorthatpresented a risk ofimminentphysicalharm to otherpatients or staff.
Nevertheless, MDLC's review also found a significant number of incidents where the restraint

and seclusionpolicy wasmisapplied or ignored. Specifically,MDLCidentifiedmultiple
instances where staff failed to identify antecedent behavior or attempt to apply least restrictive
See In the Matter Involving Mediation Related to the Minnesota Security Hospital, Abatement Planat 13 (Aug. 4,
2014) [Hereinafter "OAH Abatement Plan. "] avai'/aWe a( http://www. house. leg. state. mn. us/comm/docs/74c3376f89dc-47f6-bbd8-56cb78fe21 cS. pdf.
34 Id. at 16.
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methods, used restraint and seclusion when it was not necessary to protect a patient or other
person from imminent risk of harm, and did not follow appropriate release criteria.
Staff failed to acknowledge and document antecedent behaviors and
belatedly attempted less restrictive measures, resulting in failure to prevent
restraint and seclusion.

The MSH restraint and seclusion policy requires stati to consider "least restrictive interventions"

beforeusingrestraintandseclusion. Staffarerequiredto documentthesesupportive
interventions, and must refer to a patient's treatment and support plans for supportive inventions

that are tailored to the patient's individualneeds. Despitetheserequirements, MDLCfoundthat
there was not a coordinatedeffort by staffto identify andunderstandbehaviorsandtriggers
known to result in increased agitation. MDLC also found that supportive interventions and deescalation techniques were often not implemented in a timely manner, and were attempted only
when the patient was already very agitated.

MSH stafffrequently could not identify any antecedent behaviorsthat leadto the use ofrestraint
and seclusion. Out ofthe 103 files that MDLC reviewed, 96 contained a "Restraint and

SeclusionIntervention DataForm," whichhas a spaceto note anyprior events that contributedto
the restraint and seclusion. Thirty-three out ofthe 96 forms, or 34%, didnot identifyanyprior
events, and stated that use ofrestraintthat the behaviorthattriggeredthe incidentwas
"unprovoked" or "unknown.

For example, on March 22, 2013, a patient was restrained and secluded on Unit 800 after he
physically attacked a doctor who told him that his medication would be increased. Staff
describedthe assaultas "impulsive" and "unpredictable." However, two months earlier on
January 7, 2013, staffon Unit 700 restrained and secluded the same patient when he attacked
staffafter being informed that his medication would be increased. The records from the March
22 incidentmake no referenceto the January7 incident. It does not appearthat staffat any point
identified"increasingmedication"as a possibletriggerfor this patient.
Furthermore, the most common supportive interventions documented by staffwere "negotiation"
and "redirection. " However, a detailed review of restraint and seclusion records reveals that the

only "negotiation" and "redirection" that occurred in many instances was that stafftold the
patient to stop a particular behavior. Individual treatment support plans were rarely mentioned in
the Restraint and Seclusion Intervention Data Forms that are used to track restraint and seclusion

incidents. In sum, it appearsthat least restrictive interventions were oftennot timely considered
prior to the use ofrestraint and seclusion.
Patients interviewedby MDLC also pointedto the lackot a structure tbr conflict resolution as a
problem that contributes to the use of restraint and seclusion. Patients identified not having a
safe, stmctured wayto addressissuesthey havewith anotherpatient, or with staff, asa source of
frustration andsometimes agitationif left unaddressed. Patients expressedto MDLCthatthey
live in a situationwherethey do not have any power; as a result, they feel that they cannotsafely

MSH RESTRAINT AND SECLUSION POLICY, supra note 20, at 3.
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speakup or that, if they do, their concern is not addressedin a structuredprocess leadingto
genuine resolution.
.

Use of restraint and seclusion occurred where there was not a risk of
imminent harm.

The MSH Restraint and Seclusion policy clearly states that restraint and seclusion should only be
employed to prevent the risk of imminent harm. It is well established that restraint and seclusion
should not be used as punishment and should never be considered a therapeutic option.
Nevertheless, MDLC's review of restraint and seclusion records identified multiple instances

where restraint and seclusion appearedto be used aspunishmentfor badbehavior, and in some
cases as part of a treatment plan.
For example, on December 12, 2012, a patient was documented in the record as "refusing to
follow staff redirection all day. " The patient was verbally abusive and swearing at staff. At

around 2:00 PM, the patient was askedto go to his/herroom because s/hewas causing a
disruptionon the unit. After initially refusing,the patient got up, knockedover a table and
garbagecan, but thenwalkedto his/herroom on his own. After the patient entered his/herroom
voluntarily, staffsecludedthe patient by lockinghim/herin his ownroom for the next six

hours. Althoughthepatientbehaviormayhavebeendisruptive, it isunclearin therecordswhy
seclusionwas deemednecessaryto protect the patient or others from imminentrisk ofharm. On
the contrary, the use of seclusion after the patient had calmed down appeared to be a punishment
for the patient's vulgar languagedirectedtoward staff.
For anotherpatient, MSH staffdrafted a treatment planthat called for the patient to be secluded
if he/she failed to follow staff directives. This treatment plan led to incidents like one that

occurred on April 25, 2013. On that day, the patient took his/her breakfast into his/her room in
violation ofthe unit policy. Staffapproachedthe patient and informedhim/herthat he couldnot
keep food in his/her room. After initially refusing, the patient gave his/her food to the staff
member, yelled profanity at the staff, and told them to leave his/her room.
At thisjuncture, it appears from the written records that no threat ofimminentharm existed.
However, staffbelievedthat the patient "violated"his/hersupport plan andthus neededto be
secluded. Consequently, staffentered the patient's room, physically removed him/her, and
placed him/her in seclusion for an hour. In this instance, it appears clear that seclusion was used
to punish the patient for his/her refusal to follow staffdirection. This does not comport with the
definition of imminent risk of harm, and violated MSH policy. Rather, this use of physical
restraint and seclusion is more akin to a correctional model, where patients are placed in

administrative segregationaspunishmentfor badbehavior.
In a number of instances, restraint or seclusion took place where it appeared that the risk of

imminentharm had dissipated. For example, in February2014, a patient attemptedto strike
another patient and then walked into a dining area. The patient then sat down and refused to
This action also violated the MSH policy of prohibiting seclusion in a room that does not have a toilet. The
restraint and seclusion documentation notes that the sink in his room is available for "hygiene/elimination."
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move. After a few minutes of negotiation with staff, the patient agreed to walk to the restraint

chair, where s/he remainedfor approximatelytwo hours. Havingregainedcomposure to the
point ofwalkingto a restraint chairofthe patient's own accord, andnegotiatingwith staff, it is
highly questionable that the patient still presented a risk of imminent harm such that restraint was
needed.

Release criteria or release process did not follow policy.
In other incidents, while the initial restraint and seclusion appeared appropriate, the length of the
restraint and seclusion incidents extended well beyond what appeared necessary. Release criteria

establishedwas ignoredin many cases. Moreover, staffoften did not adequatelydocument
release criteria.

For example, on January25, 2013, a patient wasmanually restrained at 9:11 PM, placedin
handcuffsat 9:17 PM, andplaced in seclusion at 9:21 PM for starting a fight with another
patient. The patient's release criteria stated that s/ he needed to "demonstrate calm and
controlled behavior, contract for safety, and discussevents leadingto aggressivebehaviors." At
11:00PM, the patient met with a psychiatrist, andwas describedin progress notes as calm and
"cooperative." Nevertheless, the patient was not releasedfrom seclusionuntil 12:34AM.
Documentationin the patient's record did not provide any legally acceptablebasisfor continuing
the use of seclusion.

On June 18, 2013, a patient was manually restrained at 1:50 PM because s/he was spitting at and
threatening staff members. The patient was placed in the resb-aint chair at 2:05 PM. The release
criteria included"calm controlled behavior"andbeing "ableto contract for safety ofselfand
others. " At 3:15 PM, the patient observation notes stated that the patient had hisAier "eyes
closed as if appearing to be sleeping" and that s/he informed staffthat s/he "would contract for
safety. " Nevertheless, the patient was not released from the restraint chair until 4:25 PM. Again,

it appears thatthe patientno longerpresented a threat ofimminent harmto himself/herselfor
others well before s/he was actually released from the restraint chair.
These instances demonstrate that significant progress in implementation of best practices,

designed to ensure that restraint and seclusion occur only when absolutely necessary, and be
usedfor the shortesttime required, still needto be made.
RECOMMENDATION3: Despite substantial efforts to eliminate the use of restraint and
seclusion in all incidents that do not present a risk of imminent harm, additional efforts
should be made to ensure that the policy is clearly understood, implemented and enforced.
In addition to basic training on the policy, unit supervisors and clinical staff serving each unit
should ensure that every staffperson working with patients is competent in its implementation.
As part ofthis effort, staff should be required to become familiar with the treatment and behavior

plans for every patientthatthey work with, even if staffarenot ontheirregularly assignedunit,
or if the patient is someoneunfamiliarto them.
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FINDING4: Whilethe Current Restraint and Seclusion Policy Conforms to BasicLegal
Standards,It Does Not Comply with DHS'sNew Positive Support Strategies Rules.
DHS has publicly recognized that the use of restraint and seclusion is an abusive practice. DHS
has stated that it will "prohibit procedures that cause pain, whether physical, emotional or

psychological, andestablisha planto prohibituse of seclusionandrestraints for programs and

services licensedor certifiedbythe department. "

DHShascommitted itselfto notonly "follow

legal andregulatory requirements limiting the use of seclusionandrestraint," but to create a
"broader culture that honors the trust placed in [DHS] both as a provider and as a department

responsibleforthe administrationandoversightofmany ofthe servicesthatsupport citizens."
In light ofthese statements, DHShasdevelopeda restraint and seclusionpolicy at MSHthat
conforms to basic legal and treatment standards limiting the use of restraint and seclusion to
circumstances where it is clear that there is an imminent risk of harm for the patient or others.
However, the current policy does not comply with DHS's own proposed positive support
strategies rules that will become law in Minnesota in the near future. The lawsuit and

subsequentsettlement agreementin Jensenv. Minnesota Department of Human Servicesrequire
Minnesota to reform its rules governing aversive procedures, including restraint and seclusion.
A legislative mandate requires the Commissioner of DHS to adopt rules to eliminate the use of
restraint and seclusion for programmatic purposes in "all licensed facilities and licensed services

serving persons with developmental disabilities" by August 31, 2015. MSH is currently
licensed under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245A, and therefore will need to comply with the

rules when serving patients with developmental disabilities.
To comply with this mandate, DHS proposed new rules governing positive support strategies and

the use ofaversive procedures suchasrestraint and seclusion. Theserules prohibitthe use of all
forms of restraint and seclusion, with the limited exception for the emergency use of manual

restraint in situations to prevent imminentrisk ofphysical harm. The proposedrules also require
providers to implement positive support strategies and person-centered principals when
providingcare. The proposedrules were approved by an administrative lawjudge on April 22,
2015, and should go into effect by August 31, 2015.
In order to conform to the new rules, MSH would need to substantially revise the current

restraint and seclusionpolicy. Specifically, the MSHpolicy allows for mechanicalrestraints,
includingthe restraint chair, aswell as seclusionin situationswherethere is an imminent risk of
harm. However, the proposedmles only allow for the use of emergency manualrestraint in
these instances. In addition,the proposedrules prohibitthe use oftoken andlevel programs, as
well as "negativepunishment." Token andlevel programs, aswell as "negativepunishment,"
are key components ofMSH's current treataientprogram.

See RULE 40 ADVISORY COMM., RULE 40 ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION ON BEST PRACTICES AND

MODERNIZATIONOFRULE40 (July 2, 2013), available at http://mn. gov/mnddc/meto_settlement/documents/Rule40-Final-7-2-13.pdf.

Respect and Dignity Practices Statement, supra note 10.
M MINN. STAT. § 245. 8251, subd. 1 (2014).
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DHS management has indicated in conversation with MDLC that MSH does not plan to apply
the new positive support strategies mles to all MSH patients. Rather, DHS intends to have two
separate policies governing restraint and seclusion (and presumably treatment programing) in
effect: one for patients with developmental disabilities,and one for patients without

developmental disabilities.
uniformpolicy governing the use of
restraint and seclusion, and the application of positive treatment interventions according to
the new behavior rule, apply to all patients atMSH.

Adoptingtwo differentpolicies for restraint and seclusionbasedon a patient's disabilitywill
create both practical and philosophical problems. As a practical matter, patients who have been

committed to MSH asMentally 111andDangerousmay also be diagnosedwitha developmental
disability. AlthoughUnit 200 is specificallydesignedfor patients with developmental
disabilities,there are otherpatients with developmental disabilitieshousedin various units
throughoutthe hospital. Consequently, all staffwill be requiredto know whichpolicy appliesto
whichpatients. In addition, some patients would have an expressedright to the use ofpositive
support strategies in their individual treatment plans, a right which other patients would not
specifically have.
The proposed positive support strategies rule will outlaw the use ot the restraint chair for
individuals with developmental disabilities at MSH and other programs licensed by DHS
because it is considered an abusive practice for these individuals. The use of the restraint chair
for individuals with mental illness, which will still be permitted at MSH, is no less abusive and
traumatic. DHS should ensure that there is a uniform restraint and seclusion policy for all

FINDING 5: Conflict management and resolution processes, which were recommended by
some patients during interviews and which have been shown to be effective in reducing
violence and frustration in mental health settings, are largely absent from MSH.
Based on the information gathered in MDLC's investigation, there does not appear to be any
formal conflict or dispute resolution tool in place at MSH. When MDLC interviewed patients
for this report, more than one patient suggested that the use of conflict or dispute resolution

processeswould reduce inteqiersonal conflicts andassaults amongpatients, andwould moderate
disagreementsbetweenpatients and staff.
During patient interviews, patients expressed continuing finstration and concerns for their own

safety. Recentpatient assaultdatafrom MSH supports these concerns. Patient-to-patient
assaults without injury consistently were between 10 and 15 a month during the winter months of
2014 and 2015. Overall, assaults dropped into the single digits during the summer months when

patients hadmore opportunities to go outside, except in July 2014. Patient satisfaction surveys
also illustrate continuing patient concerns about their own safety. In 2011, just over 55% of

MDLCConversation, supranote 30.
Forensic Services, DataProvidedto MDLC: Patientto Patient assaults-with andwithout injuries (Apr. 2015).
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patients at MSH agreed with the statement "I feel safe here. " This percentage went up to about

79% in 2013,butdroppedto 70%in 2014.42
Patients also pointed out that a disputeresolutionprocess could help addresstheir concernthat
complaints are not listenedto andaddressedby staff, whichalso leadsto frustrationand
sometimes violence. This concern appearsto be borne out in MSHdatareflecting thatthe least

improvement in patient satisfaction has occurred in the area ofaddressing patient complaints.
The National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors (NASMHPD) issued a

report whichsupports the use of conflict managementanddisputeresolution in mental health

inpatient settings. The report encourages conflict management programs as"anatural fit in the
mental health field" for a number of reasons. It is a model consistent with principles of recovery,
because it focuses on the "restoration to individuals of a sense oftheir own value and strength

andtheir own capacity to handle life's problems. '

It is also "effective in complex crisis

situations"becauseit is "apsychologicallyinformed process designedto improve
communication"whichfacilitates dialoguein polarizedgroups. Thosetrainedin conflict
management can be particularly effective in handling the high level of emotion often present in

mental health disputes. "

As anexample, Arizona State Hospital hasa long-numing inpatient

mediation program which "has successfully resolved a wide variety of complaints, grievance and

conflicts, including disagreements over medications.
RECOMMENDATION5. MSHshouldpromote conflictmanagementand disputeresolution
tools whichpatients and staff can use to resolve disagreements in a mutually respectful way,
leading to a reduction in potentially assaultive situations and corresponding use of restraint
and seclusion. MSH should strongly consider a model of conflict management and dispute
resolution for a range of disagreements or incidents between patients, and between patients and
staff. Use of effective conflict resolution can result in fewer incidents ofpatient-on-patient

aggression, reducethe likelihood ofsituations leadingto imminent harm, andpromote mental
health recovery.

42 DHS Dashboard 2015 SOFS Safety and Environment Rate.

432014ANNUALREPORT,supranote 27, at 37.
u ANDREA BLANCH & LAURA PRESCOTT, NAT'L ASS'N OF STATE MENTALHEALTH PROGRAM DIRS.& NAT'L
TECHNICALASSISTANCECTR. FORSTATEMENTALHEALTHPLANNING,MANAGINGCONFLICTCOOPERATIVELY:
MAKING A COMMITMENT TO NONVIOLENCE AND RECOVERY IN MENTAL HEALTH SETTINGS(Dec. 2002), available at

http://www. nasmhpd. org/sites/default/files/ManagingConflictCooperativelyADR%281%29.
45 Id. at 5,

46 Id. at 7.
47 Id. at 11.
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pdf.

B.

MSH Fails to Provide Proper Debriefing and Adjustment of Behavior
Plans in Response to the Use of Restraint and Seclusion.

FINDING 6: The restraint and seclusion debriefing process lacks effective analysis and
responses that will lead to a reduction in future restraint and seclusion incidents.

The use ofrestraint and seclusionis a traumatic process that cannegatively impactthephysical

andmental well-being ofpatients and staff. 4 Growing evidence supports a link between a
history of trauma and seclusion. For instance, one recent study at Missouri's Fulton State
Hospital found that 70% of a class of patients experiencing the most frequent seclusions and

restraints had histories of childhood abuse.
In recognitionofthis concern, the MSHrestraint and seclusionpolicy includesa "debriefing
session" where the patient and available staff discuss the incident. The debriefing process, which
appropriately occurs within 24 hours of the episode, is conducted by the assigned RN. However,
the policy does not require the RN to have any additional expertise in the behavioral aspects of

treatment planning. Accordingto the MSHrestraint and seclusionpolicy, the debriefingprocess
will:

a.
b.
c.
d.

attempt to re-establish a therapeutic alliance with the patient;
identify what led to the incident and what could have been handled differently;
determine that the patient's physical well-being, psychological comfort and right
to privacy were addressed;
counsel the patient involved for any trauma that may have resulted from the
incident; and

e.

make recommendationsto modifythe patient's treatment planto the designated
treatment plan author.

In a recent change, if the patient choosesnot to participate in the debriefing, a staffacts asan
intermediary, attempts to meet with the patient, brings the patient s experiences back to the team,
50
and brings recommended changes by the team back to the patient.'

Many ofthe restraint and seclusionincidentsthat MDLCrevieweddid not containa meaningful
review or debriefingprocess. Consequently, individualpatients experiencedmultiple incidents
of restraint and seclusion, with minimal efforts to adjust treatment plans in order to prevent
future imminent risk of harm. Out of the 103 incidents that MDLC reviewed, 95 included the

"Restraintand SeclusionDebriefingForm." Onthe debriefingform, staffare askedto examine
what different steps they couldtake "nexttime" to prevent the future use ofrestraint and
seclusion. On 41 of the 95 forms, or 43 %, staff did not identify any steps that would lead to an
outcome where restraint and seclusion are not used. Rather, the blame for restraint and seclusion

See Lori Aschraft & William Anthony, EliminatingSeclusionandRestraint in Recovery-OrientedCrisis Services,
59 PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 1198 (Oct. 2008) (citing various scientific studies documenting the traumatic effect of
restraint and seclusion).

Hammer etal., The Relationship between SeclusionandRestraint Use andChildhoodAbuseAmong Psychiatric
Patients, 16 JOURNAL OF INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE567 (Feb. 2011).

MSH RESTRAINTANDSECLUSIONPOLICY,supranote 20, at4.
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incidents was placed on the patient as a matter of course. For example, in one instance, a staff

member wrote that to prevent use ofrestraint, the "patientcouldhavelistened to staff
directives.

Furthermore, changes to treatment plans were rarely made following a restraint and seclusion
incident. On the debriefing form, staff are asked to recommend changes to the patient's

treatment plan to prevent the use ofrestraint and seclusion. On48 out of93 forms, or 52%,
staff did not recommend any type of change to the treatment plan. In other instances, staff wrote
"update treatment plan, " without any farther details on how to follow up. When changes were
recommended, the most common suggestions were to increase medication, increase continuous
observation, or begin Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT). In one instance, staff suggested

changinga patienttreabnentplanto permit the use ofprone restraint. This suggestion
contradictedthe patient's individualabusepreventionplan, whichspecificallystatedthat prone
restraint should not be used.

In most instances, patients did not contribute to the debriefingprocess, the standarddebriefing
form did not contain a space for patient input prior to 2014. As a result, only 18 incidentsthat
MDLC reviewed used the debriefing form that had a space for patient input. Sixteen out of those

18forms, or 88%,didnot containanyinputfrom thepatient. Inmany oftheseinstances,
patients were not allowed to participate in the debriefing process because it was determined to be
"counter-therapeutic.

An example of a completed debriefing from April 2014 highlights many of these characteristics.
A patient became upset when s/he was unable to make phone calls because the phone line was
not working properly. The patient tore his/her socks, tied them around his/her wrist, stood on a
shelf, and failed to respond to staff. The patient was placed in manual restraints and then the
restraint chair for an hour and ten minutes.

The debriefing"session"occurred 30 minutes alter the patientwas released trom the restraint
chair. The patientwasnot includedin the debriefingsessionbecauseit was countertherapeutic. " In response to the question ofwhat could be done differently, staffstated that the
patient was "reluctant to listen to staff's least restrictive interventions" and "failed to use his/her
own coping skills as defined in her treatment plan. " In response to the question of what supports
were offeredto the patient, staffwrotethat the "patientwas informedthat asthe result ofhis/her
actions,that s/hewould be placedin the restraint chairuntil s/he could contract for safety. " For
recommendationsto the treatment plan, individual abusepreventionplan, or support plan, staff
wrote "none." Perhapsnot surprisingly, the samepatient wasrestrained againlater on in the
evening andthen againthe next day.
This example is consistent with findings ofthe review of 22 incidents by DHS Licensing m
February 2014. That review found that in 11 of 22 required debriefing reviews by staff, the

question of "Whatcould havebeendone differently by staffer the VulnerableAdult (VA)?" did
not include any ideas of what the staffcould have done differently. Sixteen ofthe reviews
Two ofthe debriefingforms did not contain the page wherethe "Recommended Changesto Treatment Plan"
question is found.

MDLCacknowledgesthatthemajorityoftheseincidentsinvolveda singlepatient.
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focused only on the VA and stated that "the VA should have used coping skills" or "the VA
shouldnot have engagedin self-injurious behavior"and"the VA was given many opportunities."
Six debriefing sessions did not include the VA because the team deemed it "un-therapeutic" or
counter-therapeutic"to includethe VA in debriefing. Twelve sessions didnot document why
the VA wasnot included. Ofparticularnote, in reviewingrecommendations for changesto the
treatment plan, eight times the recommendation was to initiate ECT on the VA. Other treatment
plan recommendations included "PRN, " "more concrete rules and boundaries" and "the VA

should use coping skills."
Counselingfor traumaresulting from the incidentis currently part ot the debriefingpolicy, yet
there is no requirementthat this counselingbe safely done in private, or out ofthe presence of
the staff involved in the incident. Additionally, there is no requirement that trauma counseling
be done by someone trained in teauma therapy, particularly individual therapy. MDLC's review
of patient records revealed that little, if any, trauma counseling had occurred during or after the
debriefing process. This is an important concern because of the link between repeated restraints
and childhood abuse:

"Once safety has been assured, it is critical to unravel the present and past roots of
the conflict. In mental health, this almost always involves understanding the role
of trauma. The relationship between physical and sexual abuse and severe mental
health and substance abuse problems has now been extremely well
documented.. . A clear and unbiased focus on trauma can be extremely helpful in
efforts to reduce conflict and violence in all mental health treatment settings,

includingstatehospital cultures."
RECOMMENDATION 6: To be effective, the debriefing process should require analysis of
what the staff should have done better, including whether they have accurately identified

supportive and least restrictive interventions and have timely implementedthem.
The debriefingrequirement does not specifywhether"whatled to the incidentandwhatcould
havebeenhandleddifferently" applies only to the patient, or equally to the staffmvolved in the
incident. MDLC review of records showed that in the debriefing process, staff primarily focuses

on patient behavior and choices. The debriefing does not require a review of the staffs use of
required supportive interventions as mandated in the restraint and seclusion policy, address
whetherleast restrictive interventions were appropriately andtimely utilized by staff, or if these
interventions were appropriately identifiedto beginwith. In order for the debriefingprocess to
be meaningful, these items shouldbepart ofthe analysis and shouldbe continuouslytrackedand
reported on by MSH.

DIVISIONOFLICENSDMO, MINN. DEP'THUM. SERVICES, DHS LICENSINGDETERMINATION OFMALTREATMENT,
LICENSING REPORTS 20141080 (Oct. 28, 2014).

BLANCH& PRESCOTT, supranote 44, at 8 (citing LyndraBills & SandraBloom, From Chaosto Sanctuary:
Trauma-Based Treatment for Women in a State Hospital, in WOMEN'SMENTALHEALTHSERVICES:A PUBLIC
HEALTH PERSPECTIVE 348 (Bruce Levin et al. cds., 1998)).
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RECOMMENDATION7: To be effective, a debriefingprocess should be done at a time when
the patient is able to participate in the process, andstaffwith experience in behavioralanalysis
whowere not involved in the incidentshouldparticipate. Trauma counseling shouldbe a
separate process.

As noted above, the debriefingprocess at MSH frequently excludespatientparticipationbecause
it would be 'counter-therapeutic. ' Thus, the patient is not meaningfully involved in figuring out
what causedthe incident andwhatchangeswould make a difference. Even wherethe patient is
included, there is not an even playing field. Having just been placed in restraints or seclusion, it
can be very difficult for the patient to respond honestly to the question "what could have been
done differently?" The debriefing also puts the patient in the midst of a group of staff who seek
to justify their decision to seclude or restrain. A peer specialist or outside individual should be
included in the process to lower the intimidation factor and provide support for the patient.
Additionally, staff with professional expertise in behavior analysis and program planning should
be part of the debriefing process, in particular to positively address what could and should be
done differently by staff. It may also be in the patient's interest to have that expertise
represented by a professional who is not part of the unit's treatment team, and not conflicted by
having to work with that group of people on a daily basis.
Lastly, trauma counseling should be done in private by persons trained in trauma therapy, and

not as part ofthe debriefingprocess unless this is requestedby the patient.

RECOMMENDATION 8: MSH's policy should be modified to ensure that quality follow up
and accountability, including changes in treatment, flow from the debriefing process.
The debriefing process requires those doing the debriefing to make recommendations to modify

the treatment plan. However, the policy does not require follow up to document howoften
recommendations are made; a review of whether the recommendations are clinically sound;
whether recommendations have been accepted into the plan and implemented; and whether the
recommendations are successful once implemented.

The treatment team shouldtrack changesin treatment, includingwhetherthe changehasbeen
effective in reducing seclusion or restraint. Ifthe changewasnot effective, the team shouldlook
at what steps will be taken next andwho will be responsible for implementation. All ofthis
should be documented in the patient's chart. Ongoing accountability is key to preventing future

FINDING 7. Behavior management reviews and clinical reviews are not patient-centered,
are often ineffective, and frequently do not result in positive changes to a treatment plan
that will lead to a reduction in restraint and seclusion use.

When a patient experiences frequent use of seclusion and restramt, MSH staffwill often develop
"behaviormanagementplans." The treatment team is responsible for development,
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implementation, monitoring and modification of all behavior management plans. A behavior
management plan is part ofthe individual treatment plan and uses both positive and restrictive

procedures to change a behavior or develop adaptive skills.
The Behavior Management Plan policy requires that the team seek input from the patient, and
that the plan must be written in a manner understandable to the patient. The team will attempt to
obtain the patient or the guardian or conservator's consent before submitting the plan to the

Behavior Management Review Committee (BMRC). Ifthepatient doesnot consent, the
patient advocate is askedto consent. Ifthe patient, guardianor conservator wants a particular
plan andthe team is not in agreement, the team "may"but is not required to submit the planto
the BMRC for review.

The BMRC is responsible for approving and reviewing all behavior plans and ensuring the plans

meet appropriate standards. Ifthe team does not agreewiththe BMRC decision, the teammay
appealto the forensicmedical director. The BMRC chairanda teammember will meet withthe
medical director, and the patient advocate is invited.
The BMRC is also responsible for monitoring and tracking trends and instances of restraint and

seclusion, with particular attention to frequent use withina twelve hour period, andthree or more
incidents in a month. The BMRC can recommend changesto individualtreatment plans which
the team is required to implement within a week. The policy does not require patient

involvement in this process. It doesnot appearfrom the policy thatthe datafrom monitoring and
tracking the patient is shared with the patient.

This process is not patient-centered. The patient does not have the right to propose a planto the
BMRC, or to appeal a BMRC decision to the forensic medical director. In addition, because this
is an internal process, there is no option for thepatient to request "fresh eyes"- a knowledgeable
outside expert who canreview a behavior management plan andpropose appropriate adaptations.

Besides the BMRC, there is a Clinical Consultation Committee (CCC) whichis also charged
with providing consultation on behavioral andtreatment issues, in particular in identifying
relevant treatment interventions including behavioral and pharmacologic interventions. This

appears to duplicate some ofthe roles andresponsibilities ofthe BMRC, while including other
aspects oftreatment such asmedication and ECT. MDLC's review ofpatient records for persons
frequently restrained or secluded did not find any records documenting consultation by the CCC,
or reference to a CCC review. It would appear that the CCC is rarely used for patients with a
history of being frequently restrained and secluded.

" STATEOPERATEDFORENSICSERVICES,MINNESOTADEPARTMENTOFHUMAN SERVICES,BEHAVIOR
MANAGEMENTPLANS,PROCEDURENUMBER6310 (July 24, 2013).

36It is unclear whythe conservator is included in this process. Generally, conservators do not havethe authority to
make medical decisions on behalfofaconservatee. If a patient has a conservator but not a guardian, unless the

court hastaken an unusual step ofgivingthe conservator the authority to make medical decisions, these decisions
remain with the patient.

37 STATEOPERATEDFORENSICSERVICES,MINNESOTADEPARTMENTOFHUMAN SERVICES,PROCEDURENUMBER
10003 (Feb. 10, 2012).
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Unfortunately, as with the BMRC, the patient does not have an opportunity tor direct access to
the CCC. It is also not clear why a BMRC review of behavior plans is partitioned from a CCC
review of overall treatment, and why two review processes are needed. During interviews with

the MDLC,no patient identifiedthe BMRC or CCC asmeaningful or helpful to reducingthe use
of restraint and seclusion.

RECOMMENDATION 9: Create better review committee accountability. DHS should ensure
that the review committees evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment team's implementation of

their recommendations on a regularbasisfor eachpatient who is the subject ofa review. The
review committees shouldbe required to keep and analyzedataon the success or failure of its
recommendations, individuallyandfor eachMSH unit, on a regularbasis. Ifthe review
committee recommendations do not result in positive changes, the review committee should be

chargedwiththe task ofarrangingconsultation with outsideprofessionals whohave expertise in
the problem area, and for ensuring the appropriate implementation ofany recommendations.
RECOMMENDATION10: Allow patients to make treatmentplanproposals to theBMRCand
CCC and to appeal decisions regarding their treatment. In a person-centered philosophy of
treatment, there shouldbe the opportunity for the patientto propose a plan to the BMRC andto
appeal a BMRC decision to the forensic medical director. This is particularly important where
there have been repeated instances ofrestraint or seclusion. Patients should also be able to
request and receive consultation by outside mental health professionals with expertise in positive
behavioral approaches that have not been tried in the patient's treatment program. In addition,
data collected and analyzed by the review committee should be shared and discussed with the
patient who is the subject ofthe review. Similar provisions should apply to the CCC process.

C.

Staff Training in Effectively Preventing the Need for Seclusion and
Restraint Should Be Enriched.

FINDING8: While improvements have been made in stafftraining, there is not a robust
plan to provide ongoing training, involving both patients and staff, that will lead to a
permanent reduction in the use of restraint and seclusion.
MDLCreviewed a relatively small sample ofrestramt andseclusionincidents at MSH, andmost
ofthese incidents occurredbeforethe implementation ofperson-centeredtreatment trainingfor
all hospital staff. However, MDLC's review found significant discrepancies between the written

policies andprocedures governingrestraint andseclusion, andimplementation ofthesepolicies.
In the last two years, DHS has increased the amount oftraining required ofMSH staff. All MSH
staff, regardless of whether they are maintenance workers or psychiatrists, have now been trained
in person centered thinking. Training on the use of restraint and seclusion now occurs every
twelve months. DHS has also instituted additional training for coaches on each unit, in part to

improve the treatment team's responsesto individualswho arehaving difficulty controlling their
behaviors. These improvements in training are very important, but not yet sufficient to ensure
changes in staff behavior.'
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For example, a recent DHS licensing investigation report substantiated maltreataient by a staff person who

repeatedly told a patient thatthe patient was "actinglike a big f****g baby," "triggering" thepatient's behavior.
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In order to permanently reduce the use ot restraint and seclusion, robust and intensive staff
training is crucial. Staff should have a firm grasp of not only the restraint and seclusion policy,
but also the person-centered, positive support practices that should be implemented in lieu of
aversive procedures. Despite substantial efforts to eliminate the use of restraint and seclusion in
all incidents that do not present a risk of imminent harm, additional efforts should be made to

ensurethat thesepolicies andtheir underlyingphilosophyare clearly understood, implemented
and embraced by all.
Understanding behaviors leading up to assaults is crucial, as is the knowledge needed to address
those behaviors in a positive way. For example, debriefing should not be a rote exercise done

becausethe policy requires it. It shouldbe anotheropportunity for knowledgeablestaffto
analyze behavior, and in concert with the patient, make positive adjustments to treatment
programs. Staff thus gain appreciation and mastery of those skills needed to weave positive

approachesinto every day interactions. Use ofbest practices and soundtrainingon prevention of
future incidents delivers the message from management to staff that if treatment is working,
restraint and seclusion will almost never need to be used.

Lackof adequatedocumentationin patient records also continuesto be a problem. In a recent
investigationofmaltreatment relatedto the use ofrestraints, the failure ofthe unit staffto
adequately document incidents directly resulted in DHS Licensing'sinabilityto determine

whether maltreatment had occurred.

This failure to adequately document restraint incidents

should not be justified by a finding of "inconclusive, " as happened in that investigation. The

failure to adequately document patient care or lack thereof, andthe subsequentfailure ofMSHto
identifythis failure as a problem andto addressit, is itselfa violation ofMSHpolicy and
licensing requirements. Training on incidentreporting is required once, andit is not knownto
what extent this training addresses adequacy of documentation.

Frequencyoftraining is also an issue. While all staffhavebeentrainedin person-centered
thinking, accordingto the MSH annualreports, the frequency ofrequiredtrainmg onperson
centered thinking is "once." Trainingson "traumainformed care," "imminentrisk andpatient
safety," and "Risk, Assessment, Treatment, " are also required once. In contrast, "blood glucose
monitoring and insulin, " "safe medical sharps management" and "Putting security into action

occurevery 12months.
Thoroughtraining on the appropriateuse ofrestraint and seclusioncanreduceboththe needfor
restraint and seclusionandthe likelihoodofstaffandpatient injuries. This principle is supported
by ample evidence. Significantreductions are beingreported by many institutions as a result of
systemic restraint andseclusiontrainingprograms, in particularNASMHPDs Six Core
Strategies"curriculum. Recent examples offacilitiesthat have experiencedpositive results as a
result of training include:

.

JohnsHopkins Hospital reducedrestraint andseclusionuse by 75 percent with no
increase in staff or consumer injuries (Lewis, Taylor, & Parks, 2009);

See DIV. OF LICENSING, MINN. DEP'T HUM. SERVICES, INVESTIGATIVE MEMORANDUM #20150652 (Apr. 8, 2015).

Presumably this staffperson had received the person-centered training provided to all MSH staff.
59 DIVISION OF LICENSING, MlNN. DEP'T HUM. SERVICES, DHS LICENSING DETERMINATION OF MALTREATMENT,
LICENSING REPORTS 20141080 8 (Oct. 28, 2014).

602014ANNUALREPORT,supranote 27, at 7.
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FloridaState Hospital at Chattahoochee,Floridareduced its use by 54 percent and
realized nearly $2. 9 million in cost savings from reduced worker's compensation,

staffandconsumer injuries, andlength ofstay costs. (FloridaTax Watch, 2008);
Taunton and Westboro State Hospitals in Massachusetts reduced restraint and
seclusion use more than 90 percent following NASMHPD training and SAMHSA
61

incentive grantparticipation. (Huckshom, Caldwell, & LeBel, 2008).'

In contrast to this evidence, datareported by DHS concludesthat seclusionandrestraint are
down, but staffinjuries are up. An explanation for this result has yet to be offered. However,
MDLC believes that attempts to reduce seclusion and restraint usage - and injuries - will fail if
staffat MSH do not understandthe reasons for whatthey are doing, and if better efforts at
behavior analysis andcreationofpositive alternatives are absentfrom their treatment ofpatients.
One training approach also found to be effective in other facilities as part ofpatient treatment is a
restraint prevention plan, developed by staffand patient, that the staffand patient practice
together. Development ofthe plan involves patient and staffreview ofthe patient's trauma
history, anger triggers, medical risks, what works when one is angry but can still listen, and what
works when one is angry and cannot listen. After the plan is developed, the patient and staffthen
practice the plan, including role playing, modifying as needed to make sure the plan works and

enablingall concernedpartiesto knowwhatto dowhena crisisis brewing. A restraint

prevention plan can work especially well for patients who face frequent use of restraints or
seclusion.

RECOMMENDATION 11: Intensive, ongoing training with a goal of continuous

improvement in all aspects of restraint andseclusionpolicy andpractice is neededat MSH,
including review ofstaffimplementation oftrainingprograms by experiencedprofessionals.
MDLC supports the principle contained in the DHS Abatement Plan calling for more hands-on

training ofstaff, including training inscenarios aboutriskofimminent harm. However,

training that enables staff to better recognize imminent harm is not sufficient. Unit staff also
need ongoing, intensive training by mental health professionals who can help staff identify
patient behaviors and how best to respond at critical junctures before restrictive interventions,
de-escalation or restraint is called for. MSH should also consider restraint prevention plans that

involve patients and staff, andinclude as a key element actually practicingthe plan.
MSH should ensure adequate funding of quality, enriched training of staff. Given datareported

by DHSthat conclude that seclusion andrestraint are downwhile staffinjuries areup, MSH
needs to have staff implementation oftraining reviewed by experienced professionals. A
thorough review oftraining regarding direct patient care and therapeutic responses to patient
" SUBSTANCEABUSEANDMENTALHEALTHSERVS.ADMIN., THEBUSINESSCASEFORPREVENTINGANDREDUCING
RESTRAINT AND SECLUSION USE 15 (201 I).

See, e. g., Kim Masters, How to Create and Evaluate a Seclusion and Restraint Prevention Plan, AM. ACAD.
CHILD& ADOLESCENTPSYCHIATRYNEWS(May/June2005) available at

http://www.aacap. org/aacap/Member_Resources/Practice_Information/SR_Articles/How_to_Create_and_Evaluate
a Seclusion and Restraint_Prevention_Plan. aspx (citing the NATIONALEXECUTIVETRAININGINSTITUTETRAUMA
INFORMED CARE RESOURCE MANUAL FOR THE REDUCTION OF SECLUSION AND RESTRAINT ch. 7 (2003)) (delineating

elements for seclusion and restraint plans, including review and modification).
" OAH Abatement Plan, supra note 33, at 17.
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aggression will result in more effective treatment that is the product of careful assessment, welldesigned positive treatment plans, and efforts to make these plans understood by staff and
patients.

RECOMMENDA TION 12: MSH should gather more detailed data to track the effectiveness
of its training, including what aspects need to be enhanced in order for it to be effective. To
continuously move toward its goal of not using seclusion and restraint, MSH should train all staff

workingdirectly withpatients on adequate andprofessionaldocumentationofrestraint and
seclusion incidents and patient records. MSH should also make training in the reduction of
seclusion and restraint a priority for all staff working with patients. This will require direct
involvement of mental health professionals who have expertise in identifying problematic
behaviors and working with patients on implementation of positive supports. In addition, MSH

training efforts should includethe enlistment ofoutsideprofessionalsto observe staffandmake
recommendations geared toward continuous improvement.

D.

There is Insufficient Active Treatment Occurring at MSH to Address
Individual Needs of Those Being Restrained and Secluded.

FINDING 9: The amount of active mental health treatment occurring at MSH is
insufficient to meet the needs of high acuity patients who are frequently restrained and
secluded.

In additionto evaluatingthe use ofrestraint and seclusionat MSH, MDLC soughtto understand
the reasons for the lack of a sustained and consistent reduction in overall use of these aversive

procedures. Through patient interviews, review ofpatient files, and review of relevant literature,
MDLCconcludedthat a lack ofadequateactive mental healthtreatment is a significant
contributingfactorto the ongoinguse ofrestraint andseclusion.
Problems with adequate mental treatment at MSH are not new. In the 2013 Legislative Auditor
report, one ofthe most disturbing findings was the very limited amount of active mental health
treatment beingprovided. The LegislativeAuditor looked at all weekly scheduledgroup and
individual activities for 150 patients. On average, the patients had 16 hours oftotal scheduled
activities per week, includingjobs, educationclasses, recreation, wood shop, library, and social
activities. Ofthat, the LegislativeAuditor foundthat the averagepatient "hadjust over one hour
per day of scheduled therapeutic activities, " which included counseling and psychoeducational

activities, basic education courses andpatient "community meetings. "

In comparison, the

Legislative Auditor noted, the sex offender treatment program at MSOP averages at least 12
hours per week specifically devoted to treatment. The Legislative Auditor also raised concern
aboutthe limited contactbetweenpatients andpsychiatrystaff, noting thatthe majority of

patients were seen less than monthly.

642013 OLAREPORT,supranote 15, at 107-08.
65

Id.
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The State Operated Forensic Services 2013 Annual Report indicated that "a work group is

currently looking at the amount oftreatment providedto individualpatients at MSHto improve

both the quality andquantity oftreatment activities. "

MDLC could not find further reference

to that work group in the 2014 Annual Report. However, in its December 2014 response to the
Legislative Auditor's concern about the adequacy of meaningful treatment, DHS stated it had
changed its treatment policies to "more clearly define treatment" and to delineate what services

fall under"therapeuticactivities. '

Whileit mayhaveexpanded"treatment"and"therapeutic

activities" to include more activities, DHS did not assert that hours of actual treatment have been
increased. DHS Licensing unfortunately has not required any increases in actual therapeutic

programming as part ofthe terms ofthe MSHconditional license.
In MDLC's review of patient records and unit programming, there did not appear to be any
noticeable increase in treatment programming since the 2013 Legislative Auditor's report. The

DHSpolicy entitfed "Treatment Planning"doesnot set a minimumthreshold for therapeutic

treatment and doesnot set forth a range oftreatment programming that is available to patients.
However, the policy's definition of what is considered "treatment" is quite expansive. It
identifies "treatmeut team" as the patient and "all individuals who provide supports or services to

the patient." Specificcomponents ofthe individualtreatment plan included bio-psycho-social
summary" of all assessments, current diagnosis,strengths and "learningissues;"individualized
potential triggers; and individual treatment areas, including those to be addressed in the current
quarter. "Treatment areas are derived from a "dynamic risk model" that includes such things as

legal, physical, spiritual andcultural issues. "

In a number ofcases, there wasnot a strong

connection between the treatment received through the unit program and the individual s
treatment plan.
In order to better understand how the expansive Treatment Plaiming policy affects the ongoing
use of restraint and seclusion at MSH, MDLC looked at clients' treatment programming.

Consequently, MDLC conducted an in-depth review of medical and treatment records for five
patients. As part ofthis review, MDLC analyzed both unit and mdividual treatment programing.
.

Unit 800's treatment programming occurs primarily on the unit in groups.

Most MSH programming and treatment received by patients occurs in groups and on the
patient's unit. For example, the Unit 800 Fall Quarter 2014 hourly schedule for Tuesdays is as
follows: team meetings/quarterly reviews; canteen;library; angermanagement; and
gardening/coping skills. Anger management class occurs one hour per week, and is run by a
Behavior Analyst. It focuses on how to distinguish between emotion and behavior, identify
anger triggers, identify and recognize personal warning signs, identify strategies to inteirupt
impulsive responses, learn constmctive ways to express anger, and learn and practice problemsolving skills.

STATE OPERATED FORENSIC SERVS., FISCAL YEAR 2013 ANNUAL REPORT 35 (2013).
OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR, PROGRESS TRACKING FOR STATE OPERATED SERVICES 8 (Dec. 4, 2014).

" STATE OPERATED FORENSIC SERVICES, MINNESOTADEPARTMENT OFHUMAN SERVICES, TREATMENT PLANNING,
PROCEDURE NUMBER 10005/52150 (JUNE9, 2014).
69
Id. at 2.
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Thursdays on 800 have the most mental illness related treatment. There is a 45-minute mental

health educationgroup run by a psychologist, who also runs a weekly one hour Dialectical
Behavior Therapy group on that day. In addition, there is a second hour of the gardening/coping
skills group on Thursdays.
The other therapy-related groups, all for one hour per week, are stress management; "New
Outlook," whichexplores anti-socialattitudes andthinkingerrors; "Foundations," which
introduces the concept ofrecovery and identifiespersonal short andlong term goals; and"Illness
Management and Recovery. " There is also a movie group, which is a "mental health group
focusingon symptoms and life experiences."
There are eight hours oftherapeuticprogrammingper week; if gardening/copingskills is
considered therapy, the total rises to 10 per week. Adding in the once weekly "creative
expression" group and "relaxation group" brings the total that could possibly be considered

relatedto mental healthto 12hours. . Otheractivities includecanteen, library, recreationand
vocational/educational activities. Some patients have jobs for several hours per week.

"Canteen"as an activity accountsfor 2.5 hours per day ofthe unit's schedule. Exceptfor
"canteen, " no treatment or other activities appear on the calendar for Saturdays and Sundays.

As part ofits investigation, MDLC askedDHSto provide it with a detaileddescriptionof groups
and treatment modalities. These descriptions were not readily available, and MSH staff were
asked to generate descriptions of the various treatment groups for the purposes of responding to
MDLC's request. Most group therapy classes lacked detailed curriculum, programming and
course materials. The lack of readily available descriptions and programing materials treatment
groups raises questions about how much attention these aspects of treatment receive.
.

One Unit 800 patient's treatment plan.

In addition to reviewing unit treatment programs, MDLC looked at patients individual treatment

plans. Patients eachhave a forensic "MasterTreatment Plan"andan "IndividualTreatment
Plan" in addition to an Individual Abuse Prevention Plan, Individual Relapse Prevention Plan,

andIndividual Support Plan. The Master Treatment PlanandIndividualTreatment Planincluded
the same coded treatment areas, often described by a string of adjectives. For example, the

descriptionof "107 Emotional State"is: "Depressed. Inappropriatelyelevated mood. Labile.
Pessimistic. Emotionally withdrawn. Lethargic. Feelings ofworthlessness. Hopelessness.
Irritable. Angry. Emotionally restricted.

For one patient, the master/individualtreatment plan identifiedthe followingareasfor treatment:
107 Emotional State: The long term goal was for the patientto develop and implement
a plan to managemood swings. The objective was to "meet withmy psychiatricpractitioneras
requested and accurately describemy mood, symptoms andthe effectiveness ofmy medications
until my next review. " The intervention was "Offer 1:1 meetings Ix per month as indicated for
assessment and medication management. " The responsible staffwas a nurse practitioner.
Quarterly reviews indicated the goal was sometimes met, sometimes not met - "patient stable
and engaged at times and .. . days later refused medications. As reflected in quarterly reviews,
SeeAppendix D for an example of Unit 800's Fall Quarter 2014 schedule.
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the frequency ofinteraction withpsychiatricpractitionerwas not increasedduringperiods of
instability. Even whenmet, the goal was alwayscontinued.
116 Conduct: History of aggressive behavior. The long term goal was to consistently
demonstrate safe behaviors. The objective was to develop and plan to recognize triggers to anger
and manage response to them by the next review. " The intervention was 1:1 meetings once a

weekwith a psychologist. In several quarterly reports, the goal wasnot met andwasthen
discontinued.

119 Coping: The long term goal was for the patient to develop andimplement a planto
cope with anger and frustration. The objective was to practice a new coping strategy one time

per month and"discuss effectiveness"until next review. The intervention was a coping skills
class once a week. The patient did not go to the group andthe goal was discontinued.
125 PhysicaVmedical issues: The long term goal was to lose weight. The objective was

to lose a certainnumber ofpounds. The interventionwas I : 1 meetings offeredto provide
educationand feedback. The patient didnot meet the goal andafter a few quarterly reviews it
was discontinued.

There wasnot an individual schedule in this patient's file. There didnot appearto be regularly
scheduled 1:1 meetings with a named staff, even though indicated as an intervention in the
master and individualtreatment plans. Individualpatient treatment goals andinterventions were
not correlated to the actual unit activities.

This individual's treatment plan is a representative example ot the deficiencies oftreatment that
exist for patients at MSH. Patients noted the lack of good treatment as a primary concern when
speaking with MDLC. Multiple patients told MDLC that they felt that they were not receiving
the care they needed to ameliorate the symptoms oftheir mental illnesses, avoid incidents
leading to restraints, and ultimately return to the community.
FINDING 10: There is not enough individual therapy available at MSH to address the
needs of patients who are restrained and secluded.

The patient in the example above, when interviewed by MDLC, did point to the individual
therapy that s/he had received as an effective part ofhis/her treatment. Unfortunately, the
individual therapy was conducted by an intern doing a practicum, and was discontinued when the
internship ended. Other patients interviewed by MDLC also cited individual therapy as
something they wished they could access on a regular basis. More than one patient that MDLC
interviewed described individual therapy as very helpful, only to have it end when the student
intern's rotation was completed. Several cited the fact that they were not comfortable in groups,
and that they could discuss personal issues more freely in a private, individual therapy session.
Some also expressed a preference for individual therapy versus the expectation that they would
go to a staff member assigned as a one-to-one when they were having problems.
A common frustration raisedin patient interviews with MDLCwasthattheir restraint and
seclusionincidents werenot routinely discussedin the treatment setting. This is in part dueto
34

the group therapy nature ot treatment at MSH, andin part to the lack of coordinationbetween
unit staff, facility mental healthprofessionals, and individualtherapists.
Patients felt that their treatment could be more effective if it occurred in a setting which allows
them to safely talk abouttheir experiencesandconcernswithrestraint or seclusion, andtheir
emotions andfears aboutthese experiences. In addition,patients believedthey could not raise
what they felt to be legitimate concerns about staff unfairness, arbitrariness, or lack of

accountabilitywithoutthose concernsbeing characterizedasa failure on their part - a lack of
insightor failure to take responsibilityfor their actions. Beingable to discuss these feelings
privately in individualtherapy could better help addressandresolve these frustrations. Because
many individuals are not comfortable with group therapy, individualtherapy shouldbe offeredto
patients as a viable aspect of treatment.
RECOMMENDATION 13: MSH needs to implement more individual therapy using
appropriate mental health professional staff in paid positions. While a helpful adjunct to a
treatment plan, the use of interns is not a long-term sustainable solution. In addition, where a
patient has difficulty wifh group therapy processes, individual therapy may also be a reasonable
accommodation required under the Americans with Disabilities Act. Overall, MSH needs to
invest more resources into individual therapy as part of its overall treatment programming. In
order to have effective individual therapy as part of individual treatment, MSH should have
enough qualified mental health professionals on staff to adequately meet the individual therapy
needs of patients rather than relying on interns to fill the void.
FINDING 11. MSH relies heavily on security counselors both to deliver daily treatment
and to keep order on the units. This presents a conflict of roles that is mostly
unacknowledged by hospital management, but well understood by patients.

Securitycounselors embodythe tension betweenthe needsfor "treatment" and "safety"at MSH.
Eventhe name "securitycounselor" evokes conflictingfeelings. The state's "Class
Specification" for Security Counselor describes the "Nature and Purpose of the position as
"direct patient care and ward security . . . responsibilities may include providing informal
counseling, implementing treatment plans, observing and documenting patients' behavior, and
verbal and/or physical crisis intervention. " The security counselor enforces unit rules, assists

patients in meeting daily obligations, and facilitates group meetings and/oractivities as
assigned." They are expectedto counselpatients "informally"andto follow treatment strategy
71

developed by the professional treatment team.'

MSH expectations for security counselors emphasize an ability to implement treatment
strategies, yet the minimum qualification for this job is as littfe as a two year associate degree in

lawenforcement, criminaljustice or corrections.

State of Minnesota Class Specification "Security Counselor" Class Code 000093,
http://www. mn. gov/mmb/images/0093. pdf.

72 Security Counselor job posting 140093000009 (see
http://www.mncounties. org/Employment/Security%20Counselor%20MSOP%20ML%20%209-14.pdfforan
example of this job posting).
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For patients at MSH, most daily interactions, treatment or otherwise, are with security
counselors. Security counselors act as one-to-ones, run groups and unit activities, and have a

major role in determiningwhethertreatment goalshave beenmet. Theyhave significantmput in
deciding what security level rating a patient gets, and generally are the face of authority for
patients institutionalized at MSH. Moreover, security counselors are normally the staff members
who restrain and seclude patients.
As patients have told MDLC, this can create a difBcult situation for a patient whose assigned
one-to-one staff member for personal counseling is also relied on by the team in making a
security decision. The patient might want to discuss treatment concerns with his one-to-one, yet
does not trust the potential effect of this on his security rating, so does not raise these concerns.

As a result, there may be no meaningfulprogress in addressingpatienttreatment concerns.
According to the Legislative Auditor, the quality of care at MSH suffers from a lack of
meaningful treatment programs. This is in significant part due to the facility's over-reliance on
minimally qualified security counselors to implement treatment. Although MSH has recently
hired a new medical director and two additional psychiatrists, increased funding for facility

personnel hasprimarily resulted in the hiring andretention ofadditionalsecurity counselors,
ratherthan enrichedstaffingofpositions requiring educationandtraining in providingmental
healthtreatment. In the "OverviewofMinnesota Security Hospital Deficiency"preparedfor the
2015 Legislature, DHS stated that in 2014 it had increased staffing levels by 58. 55 full time

employees (FTEs), primarily security counselors; only 18 FTEprofessional staffwere added.
Furthermore, MDLC found that staff continue to spend significant time apart from patients on
the units. DHS licensing reports have criticized MSH staff for spending an excessive amount of
time in the unit stations, commonly known as the "bubble, " and not enough time interacting with

patients on the unit. Inresponse to these critiques, MSH administration reported changes in
policy that require a greater staffpresence on the units. Despite these reported changes, MDLC
observed during its visits that patients were generally in their rooms or out in common areas, and

staff were generally in the office or bubble. Even accountingfor shift changesduringthe times
MDLC was present on the units, there was little interaction between patients and staff. MDLC's
observations confirm statements made by patients during patient interviews. Patients reported

that many staffmembers spendtheir time "in the bubble," andnot on the unit interactingwith
patients.

Overview of MinnesotaSecurity Hospital Deficiency, MlNN. DEP'T.HUM. SERVICES(Jan. 2015),
http://www. senate. mn/committees/20152016/1007_Committee_on_Finance/MSH_Deficiency_summary_012615.

pdf

74See, e. g., DlV. OFLICENSING, MINN. DEP'THUM. SERVICES, INVESTIGATIVE MEMORANDUM #20140264 (May 20,
2014) (detailing findings ofmaltreatment).
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RECOMMENDATION 14: In the interest of better patient treatment for all patients,
especially those who are frequently restraint and secluded, MSH should review its dual use of
security counselors as enforcers and treatment providers, and consider separating some of
these functions.
In order to build therapeutic relationships with patients, security counselors and other staff
member should spend more time on the unit interacting with patients in an informal setting.
Without these interactions, many patients have negative perceptions of staff members;
interactions with staff focus on being given instructions or being punished. Statements by staff
to DHS licensing that they are reluctant to go out on the unit because they 'feel vulnerable'

becauseofthe current seclusionandrestraintpracticesneedto be addressedby management,
through ongoing and enriched training and clear directives regarding their expectations of staff.
At a certain point, staff continuing to resist these more informed, positive approaches should be
reassigned.
DHS should evaluate the role of the security counselor role in light of current expectations.

Whenlooking at howbestto addressthe serious needfor better, more active treatment, while
maintaininga safe environment, DHSneedsto look at whethersome ofthese security counselor
positions shouldrequire more professionalmental healthqualifications.
FINDING 12: There is not enough contact behveen psychiatrists and patients at MSH,
particularly those patients who are frequently restrained and secluded, and the contact
that is available is insufGcient.

Over the last several years, attracting and keeping enough qualified psychiatrists to serve the

needs ofthe MSH patients has been a major challenge. MSH has made progress, hiring a new
medical director andtwo newpsychiatrists, andpartneringwiththe University ofMinnesotaon a
forensicresidencyprogram. In connectionwiththis effort, it is important for the institutionto
thoroughly evaluate howtheseprofessionalswill be utilized by MSH.
The 2013 Legislative Auditor's report raised a strong concern about the frequency of contact
withpatients. The report notes that periodicmeetings with one'spsychiatristare a key

component ofmental healthtreatment. "

The Legislative Auditor examined contacts with

patients and found that a majority ofpatients are seen less than monthly. In fact, "in 2010,
national consultants told SOS they were unaware of comparable program in the nation with
standards that allowed, as did the Security Hospital, psychiatrist contacts as infrequently as every
three months. " The consultants noted that most programs require monthly contact. The medical

directoratMSHatthetime acknowledgedthatthis wasa problem.
In response to this concern, MSH medical staffbylaws now require psychiatric progress notes to
be writtenweekly for the first month ofadmission,andthen quarterly "or more oftenif clinically

indicated. " Onacute units, patients may be seenseveral times per week ifnecessary.
75 2013 OLA REPORT, supra note 15, at 10.
76 Id. at 109.
OFFICEOFTHE LEGISLATIVEAUDITOR, PROGRESS TRACKING FORSTATE OPERATED SERVICES 9 (Dec. 4, 2014).
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However, the status quo after the first month ofadmissionis still that a patient is guaranteedto
see a psychiatrist once every three months - the same frequency asthat criticizedby the
Legislative Auditor. IfMSH is to engage in genuinely active mental health treatment, this
ongoing lack of sufficient psychiatric care needs to be addressed.
Importantly, the Legislative Auditor's report also identified a need by MSH to relate the

frequency ofpsychiatric contacts withparticularpatients to the expectations set forth in
individualizedpatienttreatment plans, andto track andreport on this. DHS respondedto this
recommendationby notingthat on acute units, patients canbe seenseveral times per weekif
necessary andthat "this is auditedweekly with an automatedreport from the electronic health

record system. "

It is not clearwhetheranyone, inparticularthepsychiatric staff,hasspecific

responsibilityfor trackingthis, in respect to evaluatingthe "fit" ofpsychiatric contactto the
individualizedtreatment plan. In our review ofclient records ofindividualswho were frequently
restrained and secluded, MDLC could not find documentation that any of them were seen by a
psychiatrist "several times per week."
RECOMMENDATION 15: All patients should be seen by psychiatrists at least monthly, or

more often if calledfor by individualtreatment needs, andparticularly when a patient is
receiving antipsychoticmedications orfrequently subjectedto restraint andseclusion.
The frequency ofpsychiatric contacts with particular patients should be tied to expectations set
forth in individualized patient treatment plans from the moment the person goes through
admission to MSH. National experts have also recommended to DHS that at least monthly
contact with a psychiatrist be implemented, in line with comparable programs across the country.
FINDING13: There are an inadequatenumber ofmental health professionalsversed in
positive therapeutic procedures that should be implemented in lieu of restraint and
seclusion.

According to the 2014 State Operated Facilities Report, the number of psychologists at MSH is
11. The number of Behavioral Analysts is 22. The number of security counselors, including

leads, is 271. This staffing imbalance is directly related to questions of adequate active
treatment raisedby the LegislativeAuditor's report in 2013 that continue today.
Whilethere are behavioral analysts assignedto eachunit, there is not enoughfocus on positive
treatment planning, especially with the patients. Patients are expected to actively engage in their
treatment - for example, to identify and implement a plan to deal with behavior - but if the
patient cannot do this, or needs help with the process, there is not adequate staff. In treatment

plans evaluatedby MDLC, some behavioral goalsthat were continuously unmet continued
unchanged even though clearly not working, or were eventually discontinued. In restraint and
seclusion debriefings, the lack of professionals who understand positive supports, in particular
identification of patient triggers and positive alternatives, has had a direct impact on the
capability to successfully reduce the use of restraint and seclusion.
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2014 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 27, at 6-7
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The 2013 Legislative Auditor's report noted that at MSH the "amount ot time devoted to
counseling andpsychoeducationalactivities was quite limited.. .we foundthat the average
patienthadjust over one hour per day of scheduledtherapeutic activities. This small amount
included mental health treatment-related meetings or groups, education courses (such as math,

reading, Englishas a SecondLanguageand drivers' education) and "community meetings"that

most residential unitsheldonweekdays."

Incontrast, asthe LegislativeAuditor'sreport

pointed out, the Minnesota Sex Offender Program provided six to eight hours per week of

therapy andprogramming specifically related to thepatients' sex offenses. The Legislative
Auditor's report concluded that "the amount and type oftreatment provided. . . is important,
especially given the lengthy stays at this facility that many patients experience, their court
commitment ofindeterminate length, andthe severity oftheir illnesses. Furthermore, at costs of
about $500 per day per patient, .. it is reasonable to have high expectations for the services
provided.'

i;i

Finally, the Minnesota Commitment and Treatment Act requires that "[a] person receiving
services under this chapter has the right to receive proper care and treatment, best adapted,
according to contemporary professional standards, to rendering further supervision

unnecessary. "

Inorderto meetthislegal obligation, andfacilitateactivetreatment andpatient

movement through the hospital's programs, MSH needs more treatment and programming

provided by mental healthprofessionals, with direct inputby patients, ratherthanthe clinically
limited programing now being delivered primarily by security counselors.
RECOMMENDATION 16: MSH should hire additional psychologists, behavioral analysis

and other mental health professionals in order to develop and implement positive behavioral
and treatment plans for eachpatient that meet professional standards and reduce the use of
restraint and seclusion.

In order for MSH to implement active treatment and patient movement towards discharge, MSH

shouldmove awayfrom its reliance on security counselors to deliver most treatment and should
employ more mental healthprofessionals to implement andmonitor clinical treatment and
programming.

FINDING14. MSH does not have strong relationshipswith treating professionals from

programs in the greater community with expertise to work on targeted treatment issues for
high acuity patients who are frequently restrained and secluded.
MDLC's review of the files ofpatients who frequently were restrained and secluded did not find

anyuse ofnon-MSH staffto assistin identifying appropriate treatment responses for these
complexpatients. Everypatient is unique, andMSH cannotbe expectedto addressall treatment
needsofall patients m-house. It is important for MSHto be ableto consult with andbring in
experienced professionals to work with particular high-acuity, complex patients. For example, if
a patient hasa diagnosis onthe autism spectrum, a mental healthprofessionalwithtraining in the

'° 2013OLAREPORT,supra note 15, at 107.

"Id.

82Mat 106.
" MINN. STAT. §253B. 03, subd. 7 (2014).
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unique needs ofthat person may needto be consulted if the expertise is not available on the
MSH campus.

Under the commitment statute, a county also has an obligation to the person it has committed.
'[T]he programplan shall be devised andreviewedwiththe designatedagency andthe
patient.. .if the designatedagency doesnot participate in the planning andreview, the clmical

record shall includereasonsfornonparticipationandtheplansforfuture involvement.
In addition, if treating professionals from community programs become comfortable and familiar

with MSHpatients and are able to successfully workwiththem, they are more likely to seethese

patients ascandidatesfortheircommunityprograms or othersimilarprograms.
Involving community providers to work with individual patients will likewise encourage the

flow ofpatients readyfor dischargeinto the community andmay also aid in the community
mental health system s understanding of what additional community resources need to be

developed for more specialized patient needs.
RECOMMENDATION 17: DHS should develop community provider resources and
collaborations in order to engage the greater community in successful patient treatment,
reduce the needfor restraint and seclusion, and engender greater development of community
services and supports for MSH patients.
Having more flexibility to individually tailor treatment will result in better outcomes at an earlier
point in time, less use of restraint and seclusion, and, ultimately, an earlier discharge.
Establishing stronger relationships with community providers would also mean involvement of a

broaderrange of uniquely qualifiedprofessionals availableto call on for more individualized
testing andpatient assessments, buildingrelationships and successfully working withpatients.
This also has the potential to create more patientpathwaysto community services. Countiesalso
havean obligationto ensurethatthe patients they commit are receivingtreatment gearedtoward
discharge. Their legally mandatedinvolvement shouldalso includethe enlistment ofcommunity
professionals to aid in this result.

CONCLUSION
The state of Minnesota has made a genuine effort to reform the use of restraint and seclusion at

MSH, includingan attitude shiftto more person-centeredtreatment andhospital-widetraming of

84Id.
Involving community providers has yielded positive result in similar settings. In one example, a psychiatric
intensive care inpatient unit in England increased activities inside and outside the hospital, including volunteering at

the local Blackpool Zoo. SeeArokia Antonysamy, How Can We Reduce Violence andAggression in Psychiatric
Inpatient Units? BMJ QUALITYIMPROVEMENTREPORTS 1 (2013),
http://qir. bmj. com/content/2/l/u201366. w834. full. pdf+html. A study of these changes found that not only were
seclusion rates and staffsick days reduced significantly, but staffhad become "more geared to positive risk taking",
resulting in successfully discharging more patients directly from the unit to the community, instead ofrequiring
them to go to step down settings. /£/. at 2.

In order for MSH to better facilitate these outcomes and also meet its Olmstead obligations, DHS should also
address its attention to issues ofassumption ofrisk and indemnification of community providers, a complex
discussion beyond the scope of this report.
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staff. Yet the changes accomplished thus tar tail short of the successes illustrated by other
programs that have reformed their use of restraint and seclusion. MSH is still not proficient in its
ability to identify antecedents and implement early interventions. Its debriefing and treatment
adjustment process is not consistently applied and evaluated, and not particularly responsive to
genuine patient needs. MSH rarely provides active individualized treatment, particularly for
high acuity patients who are frequently the subject of seclusion and restraint. For these patients,
movement throughthe current treatment process is slow andrepetitive, creating frustration for
patients and staff.

Active, individualized treatment can lead to a sustained and permanent reduction in aggressive
behaviors that call for the use of restraint and seclusion. Greater involvement of community
resources andknow-howin treatingthese complex patients will also yield results in aidofthis
objective. Recognition and acceptance that these patients are capable of responding to positive
treatment, a deeperunderstandingofalternative practices, a maximum effort inspiredby
leadership, andsincere cooperationby all parties are the essential components ofreducing and
eliminatingrestraint and seclusion, reducingpatient andstaffinjuries, andprovidingmental
health care that will enable a successful return to the community.
As set forth in this report, there is much work to be done to improve the situation for patients at
MSH. However, with sustained and genuine efforts from all parties involved, MSH can become

a model for restraint reduction andrecovery, and a hospitalthat the citizensofMinnesotarespect
and support.
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Effective Date: 07/01/2015

APPENDIX A

Procedure Number: 10005

Medical
Restraint & Seclusion

SOS REFERENCEPOLICY NUMBER: N/A
DEFINITIONS:
Imminent Risk: A behavior that is likely to cause harm to selfor others that is highly likely to occur
in the immediate future.

EmergencyIntervention: Restraintor seclusion ofa patientwhichis necessaryto protect the patient
or others from imminent risk of harm.

Restraint: Restraintmeans anyphysical devicethat limits the free andnormal movement ofbody and
limbs as defined in Minnesota Rule 9520. 0510, Subp. 25. When staff need to use restraint, they will
use the techniques currently endorsed by the organization. All restraints listed are used to maintain
safety for patients and staff. The emergency intervention used is the least restrictive intervention that
will effectively react to the emergency and the use of the emergency intervention must end when the
threat of harm ends.

1. Manual restraint - placing hands on an individual for the purpose of restricting movement
2. Velcro restraint - wrist, ankle and arm

3. Handcuffs
4. Body Wrap - upper body and ankle
5. Spit Hood - see definition under spit hood

6. Transport Device - medical device used for the purpose for moving a patient from one areato
another, i.e., medical gurney or Reeves stretcher. The patient will be restrained when the device
is used maintain safety.

7. Posey Ambulatory Belt- used fortransporting patient in Reeves stretcher
8. Shield/Body Pad - see definition below under shield/body pad
9. Mobile restraint - one point or two point

10. Restraintchair- up to six point (see campus-wideprocedure# 10005/54000)
11. Restraint to bed - up to four point
Restraint does not include the following:
1. Braces

2. Any devices or belts which are used to maintain posture or to keep a patient from falling, which
does not require assistance for release
3. Helmets

4. Briefacute medical or surgical care, standardpractices that include limitation ofmobility or
temporary immobilizationrelated to medical, dental, diagnostic, or surgical procedures, IV arm
boards, and radiotherapy procedures
5. Use of restraints for transport outside the secure perimeter (see campus-wide procedure

#10006/63550)
Seclusion: Seclusion means involuntary removal into a separate room which prevents social contact

with other persons as defined in Minnesota Rule 9520. 0510, Subp. 26. Seclusion involves a locked
room or preventing the patient from physically leaving an area.
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Shield or Body Pad: A device used as a barrier by staff to protect staff and other patients. If the
shield is utilized to limit the patient from physically leaving an area, it is considered seclusion. If the
shield or body pad makes physical contact with a patient to allow staff to utilize other restrictive
procedures, it is considered a restraint.
Spit Hood: a hood placed over patient's head to prevent contamination and risk of infection in
situations where the patient is actively spitting.
Therapeutic Interventions: Individualized verbal and behavioral strategies to engage individuals in
active treatment based on empathy, respect and positive regard for the people receiving services.
Medical Practitioner: Licensed Physician, Nurse Practitioner (includes APRN) and Physician
Assistant.

Behavior Management Review Committee (BMRC): A committee which reviews the use of
restrictive treatment procedures, including but not limited to restraint and seclusion reviews, money
management plans, mail plans, etc.

RESPONSIBILITIES: The Forensic Medical Director or designee is responsible for the
implementation of this procedure and to assure that staff is aware of and receive training on this
procedure and ensuring the application is in accordance with this procedure.
PROCEDURES:
A. Our organization's philosophy regarding restraint and seclusion includes a commitment to:
1. Reduce and strive to eliminate the need for restraint and seclusion through improvement of
therapeutic alliances with the individuals we serve;
2. Reduce and strive to eliminate emergencies that have the potential to lead to the use of restraint
or seclusion;
3. Non-physical interventions as preferred interventions based on positive engagement;

4. Limit the use of restraint and seclusion to emergencies in which there is an imminent risk of a
patient physically harming themselves or others;
5. Discontinue restraint or seclusion as soon as imminent risk of harm is resolved;

6. Raise awareness among staff about how the use of restraint or seclusion is coercive and
recognize that coercive interventions cause trauma both for the people we serve and staff;
7. Preserve the patient's rights, safety and dignity when restraint or seclusion is used.
B. Non-physical therapeutic interventions are the first choice. Restraint or seclusion of a patient is
only used when necessary to protect the patient or others from imminent risk of harm. While most
patients will never experience restraint or seclusion, all are assessed for their risk of requiring these
interventions.

C. Special considerations to this procedure:
I. Procedure does not apply to Forensic Nursing Home;
2. Seclusion will not be used in Transition Services;

3. If the patient is on a Rule 20 status only, the patient must be placed on an emergency hold; and
4. If a patient is on a voluntary return from provisional discharge status, revocation of the
provisional discharge shall be addressed.
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D. Assessing the risk for Restraint and 'Seclusion:
1. An evaluation is completed by a Medical Practitioner within 24 hours of admission. The
evaluation identifies a patient's pre-existing medical conditions or any physical disabilities and
limitations that place them at greater risk during restraint or seclusion. This information is
documented in the Physical Activity and Intervention Clearance Order.

2. All patients are assessedto determine if they are at risk ofharmingthemself, staff, or others and
this information is documented on their Individual Abuse Prevention Plan (IAPP) within 8
hours.

a. The assessment includes the patient's history of physical, sexual, or emotional abuse. The
IAPP also identifies the risk the patient might reasonably be expected to pose to visitors to
the facility and persons outside the facility ifunsupervised.
b. The information related to the patient's risk of harming themselfor others identified in the

PhysicalActivity and Intervention ClearanceOrderwill be included in the patient's IAPP
c.

The IAPP will identify the specific vulnerabilities or risks for the patient and the
measures that will be taken to reduce those risks.

3. Patienttriggers that can causeagitation, and calmingstrategiesthatcan be usedto reduce
agitationare documented in the Initial Treatment Plan completed within 8 hours following
admission and reviewedand/orupdatedmonthly or quarterly per program guidelines in the
patient's Individual Treatment Plan. Information may also be included in a patient
support plan.

4. The patient and their family, if appropriate, are informed upon admission ofthe philosophy on
the use of restraint and seclusion unless clinically contraindicated. The role of the family,

including their notification ofa restraint or seclusion episode, is discussed with the patient and,
as appropriate, the patient's family and documented on the Patient and Family Restraint and
Seclusion Notification Form. This form will be updated annually or as requested by the patient.
E. Consideration of Supportive Interventions:

1. The least restrictive interventions must be considered first. The supportive interventions utilized

need to be documented in the patient's medical record, either as a progress note or as part ofthe
Intervention Data Form if a restraint or seclusion intervention occurred.

2. Refer to the patient's individualized treatment plan or support plan for supportive
interventions tailored to assist the patient to reduce distress and improve problem solving
abilities.

3. Seek out a staffperson who has good rapport with the patient to see if that staffperson can
assist the patient to engage in therapeutic interventions to reduce distress and improve problem
solving abilities.

4. Describethe feelingsthat may be contributingto distress; e.g., "1 can seethat you are angry"
(or afraid,etc.) andencouragethe patientto verbalizehis/herconcerns.
5. Confer with patient, nurse or medical practitioner regarding medication or other alternatives
that could assist the patient to regain control and feel safe.
6. Encourage use of sensory room if available.
F

Implementing Restraint or Seclusion:

1. Staffmay initiate the use ofmanual restraint only when necessary to protect the patient or
others from imminent risk of harm. Staffmust document the behavior that required the use of
manual restraint on the Intervention Data Form.
2. All uses of restraint and seclusion must be assessed and authorized by a RN or Medical
Practitioner. An order for the use of restraint or seclusion must be obtained from the Medical
Practitioner.

3. Consideration ofpatient dignity and privacy will be ofhighest priority. The minimum amount
of intervention will be utilized for the shortest period of time to meet safety concerns.
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4. A sufficient number of staffshall be present and/or requested to be present to protect the patient
and others from injury.

5. In all instances of the application of a restraint procedure, the treatment plan. Physical Activity
and Intervention Clearance Order and Individual Abuse Prevention Plan for the patient must be
followed.

6. If the patient is restrained in a prone/supine position, they must be placed on their side as soon
as possible. Nursing staff must ensure that the airway is unobstructed and the expansion of the
patient's lungs is not restricted.
7. If the spit hood is used for a patient actively spitting, a nursing staff will be present.
8. If the patient is placed in the restraint chair the patient will be searched for contraband and
potentially hazardous objects. If the patient is placed in seclusion, the patient and room used
for seclusion will be searched for contraband and potentially hazardous objects.
9. A mattress, blanket, pillow and clothes must be provided to all secluded patients unless

clinically contraindicatedthrough assessmentby a Medical Practitioner. Removal ofany of
these items requires an order. A tear proof gown must be provided at the time the clothes are
removed.

10. Secludedpatients shall be offered accessto items which may assistthem to regain control
providedthat such access does not endangerselfor others. All patients' requests for items will
be documented. If such requests are denied, the justification for the denial wiil be documented.
11. At the initiation of the restraint or seclusion the patient will be made aware of the rationale for
the restraint or seclusion and the release criteria to discontinue the intervention. If the patient's
behavior is assessed as clinically being unable to understand this verbal information (is yelling,

pounding on the walls, or demonstrating other behavior that is making it impossible to
communicate); this information will be given to them as soon as they are assessed to be able to
hear it. Additional release criteria included in the Medical Practitioner's order will be provided

to the patient afterthe order hasbeen received.
a.

The level of self-control the patient must exhibit in order to be released must be
documented in the Medical Practitioner's order. If the RN determines the

patient can be released from restraint or seclusion prior to obtaining the order from the
Medical Practitioner, the RN will inform the Medical Practitioner of the patient's

behaviorswhichprompted his/herrelease so that thesebehaviorscanbe included in the
release criteria portion of the order.

b. The patient's responseto beinginformedofthe releasecriteriamust be documentedon
the Intervention Data Form.

c.

The criteria must be renewed every four hours for an adult patient and within two

hours for a patient underage 18, if not met. The time ofthe initial order starts with the
initiation of the intervention.

11. Restraint or seclusion will be discontinued when the patient has met the release criteria.

Unless otherwise specified in the release criteria, behavior such as sleeping is considered as
beingcalm and in self-control and meets criteria for release.
12. The patient's family is notified ofthe initiation of restraint or seclusion if the patient and family
have agreed to be notified. Refer to the "Patient and Family Restraint and Seclusion
Notification" Form. (Document on Intervention Data Form)

13. The Medical Practitionerwill notify the ForensicMedical Directoror designeeof instances in
whicha patient remains in restraint or seclusion for more thantwelve hours orthe patient
experiences two or more separate episodes of restraint or seclusion of any duration within 12
hours. Thereafter, the Forensic Medical Director or designee is notified every 24 hours if either
of the above issues continues.

G. Monitoring of Patients in Restraint or Seclusion
1. Patients in restraint or seclusion are continuously monitored to ensure their physical safety.
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a. Monitoring is accomplishedthrough continuous in-person observation by Nursingstaff
during the first 30 minutes of continuous observation. If the spit hood is used, nursing staff
will continueto provide the required monitoring. An assignedstaffmemberwill
relieve the nursingstaffingafterthe first 30 minutes and provide continuous observation
until the patient is released.

(1) Restraints (for example, manual, bodywrap, spit hood, chairor bed): one-to-one
observation (no physical barriers are allowed between staffand patient)
(2) Seclusion: continuous observation (observation may be conductedthrough glasswalls
or windows that do not obstruct view)
b. If the patient's behaviors interfere with the ability to maintain continuous observation,

contactthe Medical Practitioner immediately. The Medical Practitionermay authorizethe
use of a camera to observe the patient in the room if unable to maintain visual contact
through the window.

c. If it is consistent with the patient's condition or wishes and, if clinically appropriate,
simultaneous video and audio equipment may be used for seclusion for continuous
monitoring after the first hour.
2. The RN will assess the patient at the start of restraint or seclusion and every 15 minutes
thereafter, and document assessment findings on the RN Assessment Form. The RN will
determine if nursing monitoring can be discontinued after 30 minutes. If discontinued at 30
minutes, this will be documented on the RN Assessment Form. If the RN does not feel that

nursing monitoring can be discontinued based on the patient's physical status, the RN must

contact the Medical Practitionerregardingthe physical assessmentofthe patient. This
assessment includes the following as appropriate:
a. Signs of any injury associated with restraint or seclusion
b. Nutrition/hydration
c. Circulation and range of motion in the extremities
d. Vital signs
e. Hygiene and elimination
f.

Physical comfort

g.

Psychological status

h.

Readiness for discontinuation of restraint or seclusion

3. The patient may not be secluded in a room that does not have a toilet.

4. Meals areto be provided and documented at usual intervals, usingdisposableutensils, plates
and cups as necessary.
5. If access to fluids is restricted, normal fluid intake will be offered with meals and medications.

All offers, acceptance and refusals of fluids and meals shall be documented on the Observation
Data Form.

6. The cleanliness of the seclusion area and hygiene of the patient shall be maintained.
7. If the patient has not met release criteria within four (4) hours for an adult patient and within
two (2) hours for a patient under age 18, the Medical Practitioner will issue a new order.
8. The Medical Practitioner must do an in-person evaluation within four (4) hours of the initiation
of restraint or seclusion for adult patients and within two (2) hours for a patient under age 18.
The Medical Practitioner must do an in-person assessment at least every eight (8) hours for
adult patients, and four (4) hours for a patients under age 1 S thereafter until the patient is
released.

9

Ifthe patient is no longer in restraint or seclusion when an original order expires, the Medical
Practitioner must conduct the in-person evaluation of the patient within 24 hours ofthe
initiation of restraint or seclusion.

10. During the Medical Practitioner's in-person evaluation they will:
a. Work with the patient and staff to identify ways to help the patient regain control.

b.

Recommend possible revisionsto thepatient'streatment plan to the designated
treatment plan author.
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c. If necessary, provide a new written order.
1. In the event of a fire, the staff person assigned to continuously monitor the patient in restraint
or seclusion is responsible for the evacuation of the patient from the immediate area of danger
as governed by Campus-wide Procedure 10008, "Fire Response and Reporting."
H. Release from Restraint or Seclusion:

1. When the Registered Nurse or Medical Practitioner has determined that the patient meets the
release criteria, that person will inform the unit staff, who will facilitate the patient's release
from restraint or seclusion and the successful return to the milieu.

2. The patient, and if appropriate, the patient's family, will participate in a debriefing with
available staff who were involved in the episode. The debriefing will be conducted by the
assigned RN. A debriefing will occur as soon as is possible and appropriate, but no longer than
24 hours after the episode.
3. The debriefing will:
a. Attempt to re-establish a therapeutic alliance with the patient.
b. Identify what led to the incident and what could have been handled differently.
c. Determine that the patient's physical well-being, psychological comfort, and right to
privacy were addressed.

d. Counsel the patient involved for any trauma that may have resulted from the incident.
e. Make recommendations to modify the patient's treatment plan to the designated treatment
plan author.
4. If the patient chooses to not participate in the debriefing:
a. A staffperson who is able to engage with the patient will attempt to meet with the patient.
b. The staffperson will bring patient's experience to the treatment team.
c. The staffperson will bring back team recommendations to the patient.
5. Release will be documented by the nurse on forms related to restraint and seclusion.
I. Documentation of the Use of Restraint or Seclusion:

1.

The Intervention Data Form will be completed by assigned staff. Staffwill describe how
the patient was manually restrained on the Intervention Data Form, i. e., placed right hand

on patient's left wrist and left hand on left shoulder, if the patient was placed on the floor,
etc. The different supportive interventions attempted must be documented on the
Intervention Data Form or referenced made to a specific progress note in the patient's
medical record. Description of the behavior that demonstrated imminent risk will be
documented on the Intervention Data Form.

2.
3.

The RN Assessment Form will be completed by the RN.
The Incident Report will be completed by assigned staff.

4.

Writing the order for Restraint or Seclusion:
a. An order for the use of restraint or seclusion must be obtained from the Medical
Practitioner within 60 minutes of initiation of the intervention. If the RN determines

the patient can be released from restraint or seclusion prior to obtaining the order from
the Medical Practitioner, the RN will inform the Medical Practitioner ofthe patient's
behaviors which prompted their release so that these behaviors can be included in the
release criteria portion of the order.

b. The Medical Practitioner's order will specify:
(1)

The behavior necessitating the initiation of the intervention.

(2)
(3)
(4)

The behavior the patient must exhibit in order to be released.
The observation level.
The time limits: the order will be time limited to four (4) hours for an adult
patient and two (2) hours for patients under age 1 8. The time of the initial order
starts with the initiation of the intervention.
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c. There must be a new Medical Practitioner's order for:

(1)

Each type of restraint or seclusion used;

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A change in the time limits for restraint or seclusion;
A change in the criteria for release;
A change in the type of monitoring;
Release criteria that was not met within four (4) hours for adult patients and

(6)

within two (2) hours for a patient under age 1 8.
Release criteria for restraint chair that was not met within 2 hours.

d. The Medical Practitioner will complete a progress note for each face to face evaluation.
The Observation Data Form will be completed by the staffassigned to do the observation.

5.
6.

The DataEntry Form will be completed by nursingand sentto the Data Entryperson.

7.

The forms related to restraint and seclusion will be filed in the medical record

immediately after the documentation of the intervention is completed.
J. Review of Intervention:

1.

2.

The Area Supervisor, i.e.. Unit Director or RN Administrative Supervisor, will complete
the Restraint and Seclusion Audit of each use of restraint and seclusion within 7 days of
release. The review will ensure that all required documentation has been completed.
The Restraint and Seclusion Audit form will be forwarded by the Area Supervisor to the

3.

The BMRC will review Restraint and Seclusion incidents according to the BMRC

Program Director for review.
procedure.

4.

The Clinical Management Committee or Leadership Team will review aggregate data
monthly to identify patterns of restraint and seclusion, reduce usage, evaluate efficacy and
recommend improvement strategies.

K.. Staff Training: Staff implementing restraint or seclusion must have documented annual training
related to its use.

DATA PRIVACY: All staff will comply with MN Statutes, Chapter 13 of the Minnesota Government
Data Practices Act, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to ensure the
privacy of patients and other individuals.

REFERENCES:
Forensic Services 10005-Oberservation Levels
Forensic Services 10005-Restraint Chair
SOS Policy 2020-Incident Reportine and Manaeement
Forensic Services 10006-Use of Restraints for Transport Outside the Secure Perimeter
Forensic Services 10008-Fire_ResRonse and Reportine
Avatar Data Entry Form & Instructions
Family Notification Letter

Restraint and Seclusion - Intervention Data Form SOFS #11-114
Restraint and Seclusion - Intervention Data Form - Additional Documentation -^SQFS-SP #11-114B

Observation Data Form - SOFS #11-116
Patient and Family RestrainLand Seclusion Notification - SOFS # 11-115
Restraint and Seclusion - RN Assessment Form - SOFS-SP #11-1 13A

Restraint and Seclusion - RN Assessment Extender Form - SOFS-SP#1 1-113B
Restraint and Seclusion - Debriefing - SOFS-SP #11-112
Audit - Restraint and Seclusion
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CANCELILATIONS: Theprocedure supersedes ForensicServicesProcedure#52100,dated
08/21/2014.

AUTHiiNTICATIONSIGNATURE:

l.. ; A^.

I .... ^ _*__ /__
Forensic Medical Director
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APPENDIX B

Current Structure and Staffingat MSH
1.

As ofMarch 2015, State Operated Forensic Services (SOFS) had386 budgeted beds

and367 utilized bedson the MSHcampus.
The patients in the SecurityHospital proper are assignedto one ofthe following units andtheir
programs:

Admissions and Crisis Care (Unit 800): Servesmen admittedto MSH, along
with men who are in need of crisis care and stabilization. MSH has also

.

.

remodeled a medical area to be an admission and evaluation unit of 4 beds; that
unit opened in December 2014.
Life Skills Unit (Unit 200): Serves those whose mental health treatment needs
are related to a cognitive impairment, including brain injury, fetal alcohol and
developmental/intellectual disabilities.
Rehabilitation and Recovery (Unit 300): The primary focus of treatment centers
on illness management, skills training, and psychosocial rehabilitation. Social
integration outings occur off the unit, for the purpose of demonstrating skills
learned in treatment.

Special Needs Services (Unit 600): Provides specialized treatment to adult males
with impaired cognitive abilities who are in need of sexual disorder treatment.
Rehabilitation and Recovery 2 (Unit 700): Provides treatment to individuals
with a variety of diagnoses and personality disorders, focusing on pro-social
behaviors and adaptive social integration.
New Outlook (Unit 900): Serves almost all women admitted to MSH, along with

new admits andthose in needofcrisis care and stabilization. All groups are based
on the 900 unit.

.

.
.
.

Social Learning Program (South Unit): Serves patients with negative
symptoms of major mental illnesses, such as social isolation or paranoia, in a
setting that reinforces participation through a token economy system.
Transition Readiness (Bartlett Hall 2-North and 2-South): Serves men and
women who are stable and are ready to prepare for discharge from MSH.
Bartlett 1-South is a specialized unit for individuals who are in need of intensive
support for participation in treatment and interacting with others.
MedicaI/Psychiatric Unit (Bartlett 1-South): Provides mental health care and
treatment for individuals who need assistance with activities of daily living.
Competency Restoration Program (Unit 100) provides treatment and

evaluationofindividualswho havebeencommitted for restoration ofcompetency
to participate in criminal proceedings. As ofJan. 1, 2014, 31 individualswere

MINN.DEP'TOFHUMAN SERVS.,CENSUSREPORT(March 2015).
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being served in theprogram. However, additional competency restoration beds
havebeenaddedto the CRP asthe YoungAdult andAdolescent Program
(YAAP) has beenphasedout ofUnit 100. The steep rise in the CRP numbers is
due to a 2013 changein the lawrequiring DHSto provide competency services

.

within 48 hours ofa Rule 20 commitment order. Assessment andplacement of
these individuals, often arriving untreated, have createdtensions for bothpatients
and staff.

In addition, two other programs located on the St. Peter RegionalTreatment Center are not
technically part of the "Minnesota Security Hospital, " but are relevant to the content of this

report. Transition Servicesprovides a supervised residential setting to people committed as
mentally ill and dangerous who have progressed through treatment and have been approved for a
reduction of custody by the Special Review Board, the commissioner of Human Services or the
Supreme Court Appeal Panel. The program is located on the St. Peter campus, outside of the

securetreatment environment ofMSH. It is budgetedfor 82 beds; currently, 80 are beingserved
in the program.
The Forensic Nursing Home provides services for people in need of a nursing home level of
care on medical release from the Minnesota Department of Corrections or who have been
committed as mentally ill and dangerous, a sexual psychopathic personality or a sexually
dangerous person. The Forensic Nursing Home was considered part ofMSH until February
2014. As of the March 2015 census report, 33 residents were being served in the program. The
nursing home is located in a separate building on the St. Peter campus.
Interestingly, patient transfers from MSH to Transition Services or the Forensic Nursing Home

are considered"discharges"for purposes ofreportingto the OlmsteadSubcabinet,in order to
meet discharge expectations under the state's Olmstead community integration plan mandated by
the Jensen court.

2.

Staffingat MSH: As ofJuly 1, 2014, there were 743 direct care Full Time Employees in
State OperatedForensic Services. The categories of staffinclude:
.
.
.

22 behavior analysts,
40 human services support specialists,
4 psychiatric advance practice nurses (APRNs),

.

83 nurses,

.
.

11 psychologists,
16 behavioral medical practitioners,

.

271 security counselors, including 49 security counselor leads.

88MINN.STAT. § 253B. 10, subd. l(b).
Minnesota's Olmstead Planrequires MSHto dischargeten (10) individuals per month by December2015. Putting
the Promise o/Olmstead into Practice: Minnesota's 2013 OlmsteadPlanMINN. DEP'T.HUM. SERVICES(proposed
modifications March 20, 2015),

http://www. dhs. state. mn. us/main/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&RevisionSelectionMethod^LatestReleased&Rendi
tion=Primary&alIowInterrupt=l&noSaveAs=l&dDocName=dhsl6_193693
2014 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 28.
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APPENDIX C
Summary of reports addressingsafety, staffing, and seclusion and restraint at MSH.
a.

DHS Licensing Report December 2011, placing MSH on a conditional
license:

The conditional license at MSH, which has been extended until 2016, was a result of violations

stemming from a May 2011 DHS licensinginspection. This inspectionfound21 licensing
violations, 8 of which were related to restraint and seclusion, and whichresulted in substantiated

findingsofmaltreatment bythe facility itself, andby individual staff. Inoneinstanceof
maltreatment, a patient was placed into a prone restraint in violation of his Individual Abuse

PreventionPlan, whichhadspecifically identifiedprone restraint as a safety risk for this patient
due to respiratory depression and obesity. In anotherincidentcited asmaltreatment, a patient
was in seclusion ("protective isolation") for 115 days, and slept on a concrete slab with no

mattress for25 ofthosedays.
Ofparticular concern, the licensing divisionfoundthat MSHviolated state rules prohibiting
restraint and seclusion as a form of punishment and for the convenience of staff. Licensing

foundinadequaciesin the policies themselves and in their applicationto patients. For example,
handcuffs and "mesh wraps" were used on patients, but were not considered restraints by MSH

staff. Thelicensingreport notedthatpatientfiles "oftendidnot containdocumentationto
support the imminent risk of physical harm to the patient or others.. . one resident file described
the behavior precipitating a physical hold as "verbally aggressive and crossing physical

boundaries"andanotheras"verballyaggressivein staffs face. "

Noncompliantuseofrestraint

and seclusion and inadequate supporting documentation, identified as problems in 2011,
continue to be problematic today.
b.

Legislative Auditor's Report (February 2013):

In 2013, the Office of the Legislative Auditor completed a report to the Legislature on StateOperated Human Services, including the Minnesota Security Hospital. The report raised
concerns that many patients have stayed at MSH for years, for a variety of reasons. It noted that
MSH "has had ongoing management problems for years, with unresolved questions about the
balance between security and treatment" for patients. The report cited too few psychiatrists and

too little in the way ofplacement efforts andoptions.
Determination of Maltreatment, Order to Pay a Fine, andOrder ofConditional License, License Number. 801558
- Minnesota Security Hospital, DIV.OFLICENSING,MINN.DEP'THUMAN SERVS.2 (Dec. 22, 2011),
http://www.dhs.state. mn.us/main/idcpIg/%7B20267F8D-41CC-4642-9241D971733CA97D%7D. doc?IdcService=GET FlLE&dID=128002&d
DocName=LLO_12847&aIlowlnterrupt=l (referencing Div. OF LICENSING, MINN. DEP'T HUMAN SERVS., DHS
LICENSING DETERMINATION OF MALTREATMENT, LICENSING REPORTS 20103702, 20103327 8-9 (December 22,

2011).

92Id.

"Mat 8.
Id. at 11.
2013 OLA REPORT, supra note 15, at xii.
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The report also looked specifically at the use ofrestraint and seclusion in state operated facilities
between January 2011 and June 2012. It found that different facilities differed in the extent and

types ofrestraint and seclusionused. The Children's andAdolescent BehavioralHealth Hospital
usedthe most restraints, 958 instances ofphysical holds. MSHhad a total of 776 instances of
seclusionandrestraint. However, whatwas considereda restraint, for example handcuffs, was

unclear, creatinganuncertainpictureofactualuse.
Even more importantly, the report foundthat the failure ofmanagement"to develop sound
policies andpractices regardingthe use ofrestraint andseclusionhadnegativeeffects on patients
andentire facilities." Restraint and seclusionpractices at MSHwere describedas "problematic
over a period ofmany years," andthat responsibility for the ongoingproblems rested with SOS

management. Thereport concludedthatoversight ofrestraint andseclusionshouldnotbeleft
to individualfacilities but that DHS "shoulddesignatea 'top official' to ensure compliancewith

appropriate standardsatall SOSfacilities."
c.

Jensen Federal Court Monitor Phase 1 Review Report (October 17,

2013):
The Jensen federal court settlement in 2011 included an agreement by DHS that prohibited all
uses of mechanical restraint and seclusion, except in cases of emergency. A subsequent
evaluation by Court Monitor David Ferleger was conducted with the intent to examine 2012 and
2013 restraint and seclusion use, consider compliance issues, and encourage DHS's continued,

positive andprompt attentionto theseimportant issues."

TheCourtMonitor evaluated

aggregate data from DHS which indicated significant use of seclusion at MSH. "[F]or clients
with DD and MI, the average use of seclusion for months in which seclusion was used was 539
minutes (9 hours). The high month use was 2, 602 minutes (43 hours)."
The Court Monitor concluded that DHS was continuing its practices regarding seclusion and

restraintprocedures, unlike the MSHS Cambridgeprogram, whichhadprohibitedthese

procedures. TheCourtMonitorhasrequestedadditionaldatafocusingonindividuals'
experiencesfor a follow up Phase2 report.

"M. at61.

"Id.
"/dat 65.

99Id.

'°° Restraint Chair and Seclusion Use at AMRC and MSH: Phase 1 Review, Jensen, 201 1 WL 6178845 (2013) (No.
09-CV-01775-DWF-FLN),ECFNo. 236.

SeegenerallyAnneBarry, TransitionofMinnesotaSpecialtyHealthSystem(MSHS)-Cambridgeto Minnesota
Life bridge: Admission and Discharge Processes, Transition Planning and Community Mobile Support Services,
MINN. DEP'T HUM. SERVICES (Apr. 29, 2014)

http://www. dhs. state. mn. us/main/groups/publications/documents/pub/dhsl6_l
process upon closure ofMSHS Cambridge).
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83312. pdf (describing the transition

d.

SOFS FY2013 and FY2014 Annual Reports:

State Operatedforensic Services (SUl-S) provides additionaldataregardingthe use ofrestraint
and seclusionin its annualreports. ForFY2013, graphs showthatrestraint hours went from a
high of around 160 total hours in November 2012 to a low of around 20 hours in May 2013. In
2014, the high was around 80 hours in February 2014; the low as around 5 hours in October

2013, a significant downward trend. '"' Seclusion hours ranged from around 275 hours in August
2012 to around 5 hours in October 2014.

The percentage of patients restrained has vacillated from 7% in July 2012 to around 2% in
February2013, andup and downfrom 3.5% to 5% in FY2014. Accordingto the report, the
BehaviorManagementReviewCommittee and Clinical ManagementCommittee reviewthe use
ofrestraint and seclusion on a regular basis. Percentofpatients in seclusionhas run the gamut
from over 4% in August 2012 and June 2013, with lows of 2% in several months. The last
reported month, June 2014, shows around 3% of patients being in seclusion.

Patient satisfaction surveys were conducted on all units. 82% ofpatients responded. Responses
often varied from unit to unit but several items were common in low response rates. Mid 50%
range included "I feel involved in decisions that affect my unit"-53%, and "My peers are
respectful to others and try to get along"-56%. Scoring in mid to low 60% range: "I am involved
in meaningful treatment"; "My treatment team cares about me"; "I trust my treatment team"; " I
am treated with respect"; "I am involved in setting up my treatment plan"; "I feel informed about
what is happening in the hospital .
The reports also describe a number of achievements. In FY2013, a new restraint and seclusion
policy was enacted. Use of handcuffs for outside trips has been revamped to allow off campus
trips without cuffs "ifbehaviorally able to do so. " Partnerships with the NASMHPD and Mandt
training have provided additional resources for consultation, staff training and culture change.
Additionally, training has been offered in non-violent communication, person-centered thinking
and trauma-informed care. A goal of continually reducing the use of restraint and seclusion is
also in place. According to the report, a work group is currently looking at the amount of
treatment provided to individual patients at MSH to improve the quality and quantity of

treatment activities offered.

In2014,thereport citesthe bondingbill for a newbuilding,

which will enable programs to be centralized in one location. It also points to the expansion of

the Recreational TherapistDepartment, to increasethenumberofactivities atMSH.

1022014ANNUALREPORT,supranote 28, at 16-17.

103Id. at 18.
STATEOPERATEDFORENSICSERVS.,FISCALYEAR2013ANNUALREPORT35 (2013).
1052014ANNUALREPORT,supranote 28, at 37.
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e.

Department ot Human Services/MinnesotaDepartment ofHealth
licensing investigative memorandum (May 20, 2014) finding
maltreatment on Unit 800 in the beating death of a patient at the hands of
another patient:

On May 20, 2014, DHS licensing issued a report on the murder of one patient by another patient
on Unit 800 on January24, 2014. The patient who committed the murder was originally
committed to the Competency Restoration Program (CRP), and then transferred to Unit 800 after

assaulting a patient on the CRP unit. The investigative report found that his potential for further
assault was not clearly evaluated, and he was not under continuous observation by staff. The
investigative report identifiedmore than one request by thepatient who committed the murder to
seea doctor aboutmedicationon the day ofthe fatal assault, but none ofthe requests were
granted.

Staffingcomplements, andpatterns ofstaffbehavior, were a major focus ofthis licensing
investigation. The investigators noted that staffinglevels on Unit 800, with its complex array of
patients, werethe same as for the rest ofthe hospital- 5 security counselors for up to 16patients.
14 patients were on the unit on the day ofthe incident. No additionaltraininghadbeenprovided
for these staff. In addition, a RN andLPNwerepresent on the unit, but were not directly
responsible for supervision of patients. All had been trained on trauma informed care and
MANDT, a specialized training on proper manual holds.
Although there were 5 staff members on the unit for the 14 patients, the investigation found that
these staff spent much of their time in the office bubble and not on the unit with the patients.
Some staff said they felt vulnerable and uncertain on how to implement the new seclusion and
restraint policy.
Hourly checks viewing each patient s face were required on Unit 800, but these were not
consistently done. On the night of the patient's death, these checks were either not done between
5:00 pm and 7:30 pm, or not done with facial view as required by the policy. Some areas of the
unit are not visible from the bubble or common areas, even though Minnesota Statutes Section
245A. 65 requires that physical plant conditions must be safe for clients. Complicating the

visibility issues, staffwere allowingpatients to be in eachother's rooms, includingthose like the
victim's, which they were not able to visually monitor from the bubble area.
Surprisingly, the investigation found that staff had not reviewed the treatment and abuse
prevention plans of the two patients involved in the incident. According to staff, they were not
required to read lAPPs and ITPs of the patients they worked with. However, Minnesota Rule
9520. 0640 requires IPPs "to be used by the staff. " In addition, Minnesota Statute Section
245A. 04 requires the facility to monitor implementation ofpolicies/procedures, including those
applicable to staff responsibilities. While the physical plant was deficient, "there remain

significantissuesdirectly relatedto thepersonnel, education,training, andleadership."
Determination of Maltreatment, Order to Pay a Fine, andOrder Extending the Facility's Conditional License,
License Number. 801558 - Minnesota Security Hospital, DIV. OF LICENSING, MINN. DEP'T HUMAN SERVS. 3 (May
20, 2014), available at
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The report concluded there was maltreatment due to neglect of a vulnerable adult. The security
counselor responsible for rounds, and flie MSH facility were each responsible for the
maltreatment. However, the security counselorwasnot disqualifiedfrom providingdirect care
services as a result of the maltreatment, but was notified that any further substantiated act of

maltreatment would result in disqualification.

DHS licensing ordered MSH to submit an

action plan to licensing, including expectations for patient and room checks, staffresponsibility
for understanding and implementing abuse prevention and treatment plans, and increasing
ro8

supervision on Unit 800.'

f.

DHS Licensing Investigative Memorandum and Correction Order
(October 28, 2014);

On October 28, 2014, the DHS licensing division issued a violation and correction order based
on the use of restraint on one patient. This investigation is ofparticular importance, because the

allegedmaltreatment occurred after the implementation ofthe current resb-aintand seclusion
policies. DHS licensing found that MSH violated state law by failing to monitor the
implementation ofits policy on restraint and seclusion. However, the investigationwas
inconclusive as to maltreatment, because "the poor documentation made it unclear whether the
issue was a failure to provide reasonable and necessary treatment, or was a documentation issue,

there wasnot a preponderance ofthe evidence asto whetherthere wasa failure to providethe
,

VA with reasonable and necessary care."

109

DHS Licensingreviewedall February 2014 incidents ofrestraints ofa patientwho was
restrained in March 2014 after throwing ice and snow at staffpersons. In that incident, the

patient was warned that s/he "would need to be put in a restraint chair if s/he continued the

behavior, " andtherewasno documentation thatthebehaviorcontinued. '

Staffassertedthatthe

patient had asked to be put in the restraint chair, although the patient told licensors s/he had
stated that s/he did not need a restraint chair and had walked to the seclusion room.

DHS licensingthen reviewed a total of22 episodes ofrestraint and seclusion ofthis vulnerable
adult (VA) during February 2014. Seventeen were sequential, such asmanual restraint to
seclusionto manualto restraint chair, so the actual total numberwas 55 uses ofrestraint and
seclusion. Release criteriawere iterations of"calm andcontrolled [or cooperative] behavior," or

"verbalize safety ofselfor others. "'
http;//www.dhs.state.mn.us/main/idcplg?IdcService=GET_DYNAMIC_CONVERS10N&RevisionSeIectionMethod
=LatestReleased&dDocName=LLO

25333.

107Mat 21.
108Mat 20.
'°' DIV. OF LICENSING, MINN. DEP'T HUM. SERVICES, VIOLATION AND CORRECTION ORDER (Oct. 28, 2014),
available at

http://www.dhs.state.mn.us/main/idcplg?IdcService=GET_DYNAMIC_CONVERSION&RevisionSelectionMefhod
=LatestReIeased&dDocName=LLO 34987 (based on Div. OFLICENSING, MINN. DEP'THUM. SERVICES,
INVESTIGATIVEMEMORANDUM#20141080 8 (Oct. 28, 2014), available at

http://www. dhs. state. mn. us/main/idcplg?IdcSemce=GET_DYNAMIC_CONVERSION&RevisionSelectionMethod
'LatestReleased&dDocName=LLO_35014. ).
110
Ill

Id. at 8.
Id. at 5.
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The licensing review found that in 22 of 22 required debriefing reviews by staff, fhe question
"What could have been done differently by staffer [the VA]?" did not include any ideas of what
the staffcould have done differently. Sixteen ofthe reviews focused only on the VA and
included "the VA should have used coping skills" or "the VA should not have engaged in selfinjurious behavior" and "the VA was given many opportunities. " Six debriefing sessions did not
includethe VA becausethe team deemedit "un-therapeutic"or "counter-therapeutic"to include
the VA in debriefing. Twelve sessions did not document why the VA was not mcluded. Of
particular note, in reviewing recommendations for changes to the treatment plan, eight times the
recommendationwasto initiate ECT on the VA. Othertreatment planrecommendations

included "PRN", "more concrete rules andboundaries" and 'the VA should use coping skills".
The Behavior Management Review Committee looked at this patient's situation and suggested
gathering more information on the VA's aggressive behaviors, add an. intervention to "just
listen" andreviewuse ofthe chairto see if it was beingusedas a "generalplan ofintervention."
There was no documentation that any of these recommended actions occurred. The Clinical
Consultation Committee also reviewed this patient's situation, to determine if any treatment plan

changes were necessary. The committee discussed medication changes, ECT, and dialectical
behavioraltherapy. "Giventhe VA's history ofseeking "negative attention" includingrestraint
and seclusion, the committee stated that it was important that the team document "imminent risk

status" whenusing restraint and seclusion.

The licensing review didnot indicate whatif any

of these recommendations were implemented, but the hospital did obtain a court order for
involuntary ECT.
g-

OSHA Abatement Plan

In early 2014, staffmembers at MSH filed a complaint with the Occupational Safety andHealth
Administration (OSHA)regardingunsafework conditions at MSH. OSHAopened aninspection
on February 18, 2014 whichranuntil August 1, 2014. OnAugust 4, 2014, OSHAissued a
seriousviolation againstDHS because"employees werenot properly protected from workplace
violence by aneffective workplaceviolence prevention program. " OnAugust 25, 2014,
Commissioner Jesson filed a formal "Notice of Contest" to the violation.

FollowingtheNotice ofContest, DHSmanagementand staffentered into mediationconducted
by the State ofMinnesota Office ofAdministrative Hearings. At a legislative hearing on
December 5, 2014, Anne Berry presented an "Abatement Plan" that was produced during the
mediation sessions. The Abatement plan outlines eighteen action areas where DHS has taken or

will take steps to create a safework environment. Those actionareasinclude:
.

Redefine "imminent risk" to create a clearly written policy and provide staffwith
real-world scenario basedtrainingon imminent risk;

.

Restructuring andempowering a "SafetyCommittee" to provide direct
accountability to the Executive Director, inform policy development and
implement safe conduct expectations for patients.

"2/d. at6.
113Id. at7.
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Conduct "violence assessments" on patients, improve technical safety skills of
staff, abateblind spots on units, improved datadriven decisions, and support for
114
employees with career ending injuries.'
h.

Recommendations of the advocacy community, includingMMLA/MDLC
and publicly provided at a 5/22/14 press conference:
Assign an outside person to monitor implementation ofthe terms for the
conditional license. It has simply not workedto havethe departmentmonitor
itself. Monthly reports should be made to the commissioner, the governor and an
oversight committee comprised of advocates and mental health professionals.
Have all stafftrained in de-escalationtechniques, appropriateuse of seclusion
and restraints, alternative to seclusion and restraints, relationship building, person

driven planning and trauma informed care within 60 days. This goes beyond the
45 day requirement for management and supervisors and involves all Ime staff.
Hire peer specialists for every unit. Ensure that peer specialists are involved in
all aspects of care and work side-by-side with staff as equals. They should be
seen as professionals, providing feedback to staff. Their input should be sought
out.

Form an outside committee of community experts to review andcomment on
the current training being provided at MSH to ensure that best practices are being
used. Peer specialists should be included on this committee, along with
advocates. We do not believe thatthe two-dayperson centeredtraining and
MANDT training is enough, especially for line staff working on the units where
people are in crisis or havemore serious symptoms.

Engagecommunity experts to be on site for the next 90 daysto monitor, guide
and support a change in staff attitudes and the treataent ofpeople with serious
mental illnesses, especially as it relates to alternatives to the use of restraint and
seclusion. The "mentor" required in the monitoring report should be from an
outside agency, not an SOS employee. The experts should be used to review the
dataon the use of seclusionandrestraints andinjury dataand shouldbe involved

in any debriefingmeetings in orderto inform future policies andprocedures. They
should be used to ensure consistent communication, mentormg, supervision and
follow-up.

Use assessment tools to identify risk for violence restraint and seclusion history,
trauma history and persons with high-risk factors for death and injury.
Include the individual and his/herfamily in developingthe individual'splan in
order to identify triggers and strategies that have been helpful in the past.
Increase the therapeutic programming at the facility to at least 2 hours a day
with a plan to reach at least 4 hours a day.
Utilize outside consultants for the remodeling of St Peter to include comfort
and sensory rooms and other aspects that promote a therapeutic environment.
MDLC also recommended at the press conference the importance ofbringing in
outside consultants to evaluate treatment plans of individual patients, who have a
114

OAH ABATEMENT PLAN, supra note 34, at 1-2.
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complex ofissues including TBI, FAS, IDD, antisocial/criminalbehavior, etc.
whichresult in behaviorand safetyproblems for them andotherpatients.
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APPENDIX D
Unit 800 FaH Quarter 2014

(September 29'"to December 19" 2014)
Key.

8:00

C. Letson

Revlaws

Group

Canteen

C. Letson
Canteen

Canteen

10:15

Library
Security
Counselors

12:00

Mental
Health Ed
Group

TeamMtgs/
Quartsrty

9:45

11:16

New

Group

Orientation

Qtiy
Revs

Ub
SC's

Outlook

Pr, Bolllg
Canteen

DBT
Gr

Library
Security
Counselors

Doctor's
Rounds

Canteen

Ub

Libraiy

sc's

Security

Dr.

Canteen

Counselors

Bollig

ATS
Security .

ATS
Security

ATS
Security

ATS
Security

ATS
Security

Counsetois

Counselors

Counsetore

Counselors

Counselors

Gardening/
Coping
Skills

L-

Canteen

.

12:30

Stress

Anger

Community

Management

Managament

R. Winter

R. Winter

Naetlng
Security
Counsalors
Foundations

12:4S

S, Cowan

R. Winter.
1:15

Relaxation
Group

Creative

Expression

(1:30)

S. Cowan

S. Cowan
Movie

Group
C. Letson

IMRGroup
Unit BOO Nsg

Gardening/
Coping
Skills
S. Cowan

3.-00

3:15

Canteen

Canteen

Canteen

Carrteen

Canteen

Canteen

Canteen

Canteen

Canteen

Building wide sctivttias
Canteen
Cantean

Canteen

Canteen

Canteen

5:00

5:30
7:15
7:30

Medications and evening snack Ume

"Thisschedule reflects all scheduledgroups and activitiesweekly.Thisscheduledoes
not include: Individual Sessions or unplanned evening and weekend activities.
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